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We consider a substitution associated with the Arnoux–Yoccoz
interval exchange transformation (IET) related to the tribonacci
substitution. We construct the so-called stepped lines associated
with the fixed points of the substitution in the abelianization
(symbolic) space. We analyze various projections of the stepped
line, recovering the Rauzy fractal, a Peano curve related to work
in [Arnoux 88], another Peano curve related to the work of [Mc-
Mullen 09] and [Lowenstein et al. 07], and also the interval
exchange transformation itself.

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Historical Background

After the classification by Thurston of the automor-
phisms of surfaces and the definition of pseudo-Anosov
automorphisms of surfaces, one sought to determine the
possible dilation coefficients of such automorphisms; at
the time, the only known examples were lifts of toral au-
tomorphisms, with quadratic coefficients.

One of the earlier nontrivial examples was a cubic one
[Arnoux and Yoccoz 81], whose dilation coefficient was
the real root λ of the tribonacci polynomial X3 − X2 −
X − 1; it was found as an application of Veech’s method,
by exhibiting a particular interval exchange transforma-
tion on the unit circle that is conjugate to its first return
map on an interval of length α = 1/λ (see Section 3.1 for
details).

Around the same time, it was shown in [Rauzy 82] how
to give geometric models of a particular type of substi-
tution dynamical system as a rotation on the torus, by
projecting the stepped line corresponding to the fixed
point of the substitution. The first example, concern-
ing the tribonacci substitution on three letters a �→ ab,
b �→ ac, c �→ a, also involved the tribonacci polynomial
(the characteristic polynomial of the abelianization ma-
trix); the two systems were soon shown to be measurably
conjugate, and even semiconjugate by a continuous, onto,
measure-preserving map from the circle to the torus (a
Peano curve) [Arnoux 88]. Indeed, the interval exchange
transformation, because of the property of self-induction,
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was easily seen to be measurably conjugate to the sym-
bolic system defined by the substitution. This example
was a special case of a property, proved in [Fathi 88], of
semiconjugacy of a pseudo-Anosov map to the toral au-
tomorphism defined by the homology in the hyperbolic
case, where the homology matrix has no eigenvalue of
modulus one.

This example was also considered in [Sirvent 97, Sir-
vent 00, Messaoudi 00], whose authors considered various
properties. More recently, McMullen built from this ex-
ample, by lifting the orbit of 0 to Q(λ) viewed as Q3 ,
a curious stepped curve with self-similarity properties (a
“deterministic Brownian motion”) whose vertices com-
pletely fill a slice of a 3-dimensional lattice contained be-
tween two parallel planes; see [McMullen 09]. This curve
was studied in detail in by Lowenstein, Poggiaspalla, and
Vivaldi in [Lowenstein et al. 07].

However, the methods involved are ad hoc and
difficult to generalize; they leave a number of open prob-
lems: the partition used for the coding of the interval
exchange transformation is only generating in measure,
almost everywhere, not everywhere; the reciprocals of
the eigenvalues, which should always be present for a
self-induced interval exchange transformation (because
of the preservation of the symplectic form on the homol-
ogy by the related pseudo-Anosov map) disappear at the
symbolic level; and there is at the moment no systematic
way to reconstruct the interval exchange transformation
from the substitution (in particular, the projection
method seems to produce only group translation factors,
not interval exchanges transformations). There is also a
periodic behavior of order 3 linked to the permutation
of the separatrices of the singular point by the pseudo-
Anosov map, which is hidden in several constructions,
as in the paper [Lowenstein et al. 07], which considers
self-similarity by the cube of the tribonacci number.

In this paper, we present a complete study of this ex-
ample, recovering all these properties in a more system-
atic way, and giving some insight into the structure of the
interval exchange transformation. The basic tool is a par-
tition into nine intervals that is finer than the partition
by continuity intervals, hence generating, and adapted to
the substitution. The linear map associated with the sub-
stitution admits as characteristic polynomial the product
of the tribonacci polynomial, its reciprocal polynomial,
and the polynomial X3 − 1. With this substitution are
associated some stepped lines in R9 , coming from in-
finite periodic points for the substitution; this gives a
unified setting from which we can obtain all the geomet-
ric objects described above (interval exchange transfor-

mation, Rauzy fractal, McMullen curve). By projecting
these stepped lines onto the various invariant subspaces
and using renormalization when needed, we recover the
geometric models for this substitution as a toral trans-
lation or interval exchange transformation, and the Mc-
Mullen curve. We get a much better understanding of this
dynamical system, which should be viewed as defined not
on a circle, but on the disjoint union of three intervals.

This study is an example of application of some gen-
eral properties of substitutions that allows one to recover
all classical properties in a systematic way and to find
several new ones. It raises a number of open questions.

Remark 1.1. This example has been much studied re-
cently from a different viewpoint. As we explained above,
the suspension of the interval exchange gives a measured
foliation on a surface of genus 3 that is the stable foli-
ation of a pseudo-Anosov map; the unstable measured
foliation of this map is well defined, up to a constant,
and this defines a quadratic differential on the surface
(up to the action of the geodesic Teichmüller flow). This
quadratic differential defines uniquely a periodic orbit for
the Teichmüller flow on the modular space of quadratic
differentials; it also defines a Teichmüller disk for the nat-
ural action of SL(2, R).

The stabilizer of the initial quadratic differential, the
“Veech group,” is the subject of four recent papers. It
is obviously nontrivial, since it contains the derivative of
the pseudo-Anosov map. In [Hubert and Lanneau 06],
the authors prove that this Veech group does not contain
any parabolic element; the authors of [Hubert et al. 09]
complete the analysis: they prove that the Veech group
is not cyclic, since it contains another hyperbolic element
corresponding to a different stable foliation, and the Te-
ichmüller disk is dense in the largest possible subspace
(the hyperelliptic locus of the connected component of
the stratum that contains it), a behavior that is very dif-
ferent from the quadratic case. In [Bowman 08], a new de-
scription of the quadratic differential is given in terms of
Delaunay polygons; and in [Nipper 08], the author shows
that this quadratic differential does not satisfy Veech’s
dichotomy: there is an uncountable set of minimal but
not uniquely ergodic directions.

1.2. Outline of the Paper

We study the properties of several objects related to the
interval exchange transformation defined in [Arnoux and
Yoccoz 81], using two general constructions for substitu-
tions.
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Section 2 is basic for the rest of the paper, and gives
these constructions. We define stepped lines associated
with words and substitutions; for a given substitution σ

with abelianization matrix Mσ , we show that the pro-
jection to the contracting space of Mσ of a canonical
stepped line associated with σ is a bounded set. Its clo-
sure, called the Rauzy fractal, is a union of a finite num-
ber of pieces indexed by the alphabet, with the action of
a pseudogroup of translations defined on each piece (it
is a map if the pieces are disjoint). If instead we project
to the expanding space the finite curves corresponding to
σn (a), we obtain an unbounded sequence of sets, which
can be renormalized to converge to a self-similar curve.
The Rauzy fractal and the renormalized curve are both
solutions of two graph-directed iterated function systems
that are dual in a precise sense.

In Section 3 we define the basic objects of this pa-
per: the interval exchange transformation T , a partition
for the domain of T (this partition is into nine intervals,
and is the basis of all results of this paper), and a related
substitution σ on nine letters, whose characteristic poly-
nomial is the product of the tribonacci polynomial, its
reciprocal polynomial, and the polynomial X3 − 1. This
substitution has several factors, including, in a very nat-
ural way, the tribonacci substitution. The abelianization
matrix of the substitution can split in a dynamical way,
with a stable space Es , an unstable space Eu , and a neu-
tral space En , corresponding to the eigenvalues of mod-
ulus smaller than, larger than, or equal to 1. It can also
split in an arithmetic way, in the tribonacci space ET , the
“antitribonacci” space ET̄ and the neutral space, corre-
sponding to the three factors of the characteristic poly-
nomial on the integers. Note that ET , ET̄ , and En are
rational spaces, for which we can take basis vectors with
integral coordinates, while Es and Eu are not. The space
En itself splits into the direct sum of EI , the line associ-
ated with eigenvalue 1, and Ej , the plane associated with
eigenvalues j and j̄. When we project onto one of these
subspaces, it should be understood that unless otherwise
stated, we project along the supplementary space.

Our main object of study will be the stepped line asso-
ciated with a periodic point of the substitution by taking
the abelianization of the prefixes. We will apply the re-
sults of Section 2 to the substitution defined in Section
3, and obtain several objects that shed new light, in par-
ticular, on the nature of this interval exchange transfor-
mation, which should not be considered as defined on a
circle, but on three disjoint intervals, which have a natu-
ral interpretation on the surface obtained as a suspension
of the interval exchange transformation.

In Section 4, we shall project onto the space ET ,s =
ET ∩ Es and recover the Rauzy fractal in a natural way.
By projecting onto ET̄ ,s ⊕ Ej , we obtain three intervals;
by projecting these three intervals in an appropriate way
(not along Ej ), we recover the initial interval exchange
transformation. We can also project onto the complete
stable space Es ; we obtain a bounded set. If we choose
correctly an appropriate direction of projection, the im-
age turns out to be a continuous curve in R3 , of Haus-
dorff dimension 2. This curve projects in a one-to-one
way onto ET̄ ,s (it is strictly increasing in this direction),
and it also projects one-to-one, except for a set of mea-
sure 0, onto the plane ET ,s ; it is, in fact, the graph of
the Peano curve given by the semiconjugacy of the inter-
val exchange transformation to a torus rotation, which
appears naturally by projection.

In Section 5, we project to En , and prove that the pro-
jection of the stepped line is a discrete set, whose projec-
tion to EI is unbounded but whose projection onto Ej is
finite, consisting of three points; these three points cor-
respond to a partition into three intervals of the domain
of the interval exchange transformation. They provide a
more conceptual way to recover the results of Section 4.

In Section 6, we consider the projection to the unsta-
ble space, and obtain by renormalization a set of finite
curves of high Hausdorff dimension. We will also con-
sider the projection to the space ET . We obtain a discrete
set contained in a slice of Z3 ; the projection of this set
to a plane is an approximation of the McMullen curve,
which has the same renormalization. If we use also the
space Ej , we can obtain exactly the McMullen curve as
a projection of the stepped line. We can in this way re-
cover the results of [Lowenstein et al. 07] in a systematic
way.

In Section 7, we use the order structure given by the
interval exchange transformation to define a new substi-
tution dual to the first one, for which we can also study
fixed points and the projections to various spaces. Note
that the definition of the dual substitution is not trivial;
the matrix of this dual substitution is uniquely defined
as the transpose of the matrix of the initial substitution.
But this matrix is not sufficient to define a substitution:
it defines only the abelianization of the images of letters.
To recover the ordering of the words, we need to use the
order structure on the circle and the hierarchy of tilings
given by the induction. In the general case, in which there
is no natural order structure on the underlying space, the
definition of a dual substitution is unclear. In the present
case, it appears that the renormalized curves (projections
of the stepped lines onto the unstable spaces) converge to
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the fractals defined in Section 4. This is not completely
surprising: changing the substitution to its dual is a first
transposition, and changing from stable to unstable space
entails a second transposition, which gives back the ini-
tial situation.

In Section 8, we make some remarks and present some
open questions; in particular, we briefly discuss a flat
structure on a surface of genus 3 associated with the in-
terval exchange transformation; complete consideration
of this surface would have lengthened this paper too
much, but it underlies a large part of this work.

In the appendix (Section 9) we give a proof of some
computational results used in the paper.

2. SUBSTITUTIONS AND GEOMETRIC MODELS

2.1. Substitution Dynamical Systems and Coding

Given a finite set A (the alphabet), a substitution on the
alphabet A is a nonerasing morphism on the free monoid
A∗; it is completely defined by a map A → A∗ that sends
each letter to a nonempty word. Such a substitution σ is
primitive if there exists n such that for every letter i , the
word σn (i) contains all letters of the alphabet. Primitive
substitutions have a finite number of periodic points that
are infinite sequences; the closure of the orbit under the
usual shift map of any of these periodic points defines
the symbolic dynamical system (Ωσ , S) associated with
the substitution. In this paper, we will deal only with
primitive substitutions.

For a dynamical system (X,T ) and a finite partition
of X , I = {Ii | i ∈ A}, we define the coding function νI :
X → A by νI(x) = i if x ∈ Ii , and we define the itinerary
of a point x ∈ X under T with respect to the partition
I as the sequence

(
νI(Tnx)

)
n∈N

. We will denote by ϕI
the map that sends a point to its itinerary.

If A is a subset of X , and x ∈ A, we define the first-
return time of x as nx = inf{n ∈ N∗ | Tn (x) ∈ A} (it is
infinite if the orbit of x does not return to A; this will not
occur in the cases we consider). If the first-return time is
finite for all x ∈ A, we define the induced map of T on
A (or first-return map) as the map x �→ Tnx (x), and we
denote this map by TA .

Substitutions can be used to define symbolic dynamics
for self-induced dynamical systems; more precisely:

Definition 2.1. Let (X,T ) be a dynamical system, let σ

be a substitution on the alphabet A, and let I = {Ii |
i ∈ A} be a partition of X indexed by A. We say that

the dynamical system has σ-structure with respect to the
partition I if there exist a subset A ⊂ X and a bijection
h : X → A such that:

1. The map h conjugates T to TA : T = h−1 ◦ TA ◦ h.

2. The first-return time, denoted by ni , is constant on
each set Ji = h(Ii).

3. The sets Tk (Ji), for i ∈ A and 0 ≤ k < ni , form a
partition that refines the partition I.

4. For x ∈ Ji , the finite coding
(
νI(Tkx)

)
0≤k<ni

with
respect to the partition I is given by the word σ(i).

If a system has σ-structure with respect to a partition,
it is semiconjugate (by the itinerary map ϕI) to the sym-
bolic dynamical system associated with σ. If the sequence
of partitions obtained by iterating the map h is generat-
ing (for example, if the diameter of the elements of this
sequence of partitions tends to 0), this semiconjugacy ϕI
is in fact one-to-one. In this paper, we will explore some
examples of dynamical systems with σ-structure for a
substitution.

To a substitution σ, we can associate the occurrence
matrix Mσ = (mi,j )i,j∈A indexed by A, where mi,j is the
number of occurrences of i in σ(j). A substitution σ is
primitive if and only if Mσ is primitive in the usual sense
of matrices. In that case, the classical Perron–Frobenius
theorem applies, and the matrix has a dominant eigen-
value, and an associated positive eigenvector.

2.2. Prefix Automaton

Let u be an infinite periodic point for the substitution σ,
and let u1 . . . un be the prefix of length n of u. Since we
can find v such that u = σ(v), we can write u1 . . . un =
σ(V )P0 , where P0 is a strict suffix of σ(a0) and V a0 is a
prefix of v ; we can iterate the process, and find a sequence
P0 , P1 , . . . , Pk of prefixes of images of letters such that
u1 . . . un = σk (Pk )σk−1(Pk−1) . . . σ(P1)P0 .

This sequence of prefixes is not arbitrary; it satisfies a
combinatorial condition given by the prefix automaton.

Definition 2.2. The prefix automaton associated with a
substitution σ is the automaton whose states are indexed
by the letters of the alphabet A, and whose transitions
are labeled by the strict prefixes of images of letters.
There is a transition from state a to state b, indexed
by P , if Pa is a prefix of σ(b).

Example 2.3. The tribonacci substitution σ̆ is defined on
the alphabet {1, 2, 3} by σ̆(1) = 12, σ̆(2) = 13, σ̆(3) = 1.
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FIGURE 1. The tribonacci prefix automaton.

The only nonempty prefix is 1; the prefix automaton is
shown in Figure 1, and the admissible sequences of pre-
fixes are exactly those that do not contain three consec-
utive 1’s.

2.3. Canonical Stepped Line Associated with a
Substitution

2.3.1. Stepped Lines: Basic Definitions.

We begin with a definition.

Definition 2.4. A stepped line L = (xn )n≥0 in Rd is a
sequence (it could be finite or infinite) of points in Rd

such that the steps xn+1 − xn belong to a finite set.
A canonical stepped line is a stepped line such that

x0 = 0 and for all n ≥ 0, xn+1 − xn belongs to the canon-
ical basis B of Rd .

If A is a finite alphabet, there is an obvious bijection
between canonical stepped lines in RA and words on the
alphabet A, which we will make explicit:

Definition 2.5. The abelianization map e : A∗ → ZA is
defined for any W ∈ A∗ by e(W ) = (|W |a)a∈A, where
|W |a is the number of occurrences of the letter a in W .

It will be convenient to use the notation ea = e(a)
for the basis vector, and to write, for any word W =
w1 . . . wn of length n in A∗, eW = e(W ) =

∑n
k=1 ewk

.

Using this map, we can associate to any finite or infi-
nite word W a canonical stepped line LW in RA as the
sequence (ePn

), where the Pn are the prefixes of length
n of W . We will sometimes refer to the (unordered) set
VW = ∪n≥0{xW

n } of vertices of the stepped line. We will
denote by LW

n (respectively VW
n ) the finite stepped line

associated with the prefix of W of length n (its set of
vertices).

Remark 2.6. A canonical stepped line is a discrete set
of points. There is a natural geometric curve underlying
this stepped line, made up of oriented segments linking
the successive vertices of the stepped line (we shall let
the reader supply the formal definition). This underlying
curve will appear in Section 2.5 and in Section 6.

2.3.2. Stepped Lines Associated with Substitutions:
Combinatorial Properties.

We now fix a substitution σ. This paper will be concerned
with a particular type of canonical stepped line:

Definition 2.7. An infinite canonical stepped line associ-
ated with a periodic point of the substitution σ is called
a canonical stepped line associated with σ.

Recall that by definition, the abelianization map sat-
isfies for any word W ∈ A∗, the relation

eσ (W ) = MσeW .

From this, we deduce easily a first decomposition of the
prefixes of the canonical stepped lines associated with σ.

Proposition 2.8. For any letter a ∈ A, we have a disjoint
decomposition

Vσn + 1 (a) =
∐

P,b|P b a prefix of σ (a)

Vσn (b) + eσn (P )

=
∐

P,b|P b a prefix of σ (a)

Vσn (b) + Mn
σ eP .

Proof: This is a direct consequence of the trivial relation
σn+1(a) = σn (σ(a)). �

This decomposition is valid only for finite stepped
lines; a slightly more subtle decomposition, valid for in-
finite stepped lines, is related to the following notion:

Definition 2.9. Let u ∈ AN. The point xn ∈ Lu is of type
a if un+1 = a. We denote by Vu,a the sets of vertices of
Lu of type a.

The fixed points of a substitution satisfy the following
similarity property:

Proposition 2.10. Let u be an infinite fixed point of the
substitution σ. Then we have the disjoint decomposition

Vu,a =
∐

P,b|P a a prefix of σ (b)

MσVu,b + eP .
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Proof: This is a simple consequence of the fact that if xn

is of type a, then the corresponding prefix Pn+1 = Pna of
the fixed point u can be written Pn+1 = σ(Pk )Pa, where
Pk+1 = Pkb and Pa is a prefix of σ(b). �

Remark 2.11. These relations can be viewed as examples
of graph-directed iterated function systems, except for
the fact that the maps involved are not contracting. Note
that the graph involved in Proposition 2.8 is the opposite
of the graph involved in Proposition 2.10 (the directions
of the edges of the graph are reversed), and the associated
adjacency matrix is transposed; these two relations are,
in some sense, dual.

2.4. Stepped Lines in Contracting Spaces and Rauzy
Fractals

A basic property of a canonical stepped line associated
with a substitution is the following:

Proposition 2.12. Let E ⊕ F be a splitting of RA that is
invariant under the action of Mσ . If the restriction of Mσ

to E is strictly contracting, then any canonical stepped
line associated with σ stays within bounded distance of
F.

Proof: Using the prefix automaton, we can decompose
any prefix of a periodic point as

σk (Pk )σk−1(Pk−1) . . . σ(P1)P0

The image of this prefix by the abelianization map is

e(σk (Pk )σk−1(Pk−1) . . . σ(P1)P0) =
k∑

i=0

e(σi(Pi))

=
k∑

i=0

Mi
σ .ePi

.

The projection of this sum onto E is a sum whose general
term decreases geometrically fast; hence this projection
is bounded. �

This proposition has an immediate consequence:

Corollary 2.13. Let E ⊕ F be a splitting of RA that is
invariant under the action of Mσ . If the restriction of Mσ

to E is strictly contracting, the projection of the vertices
of the canonical line on E along F is a bounded set.

In the case of the projection onto the contracting space
associated with a substitution (and especially in the case
of a substitution of Pisot type), the closure of this set

is what is usually called the Rauzy fractal of the substi-
tution, denoted by R. This Rauzy fractal has remark-
able properties. First of all, it is the solution of a graph-
directed iterated function system (GIFS for short).

Proposition 2.14. Let Ra be the closure of the projection
of the vertices of type a, for all a ∈ A. The sets Ra satisfy
the relation

Ra =
∐

P,b|P a is a prefix of σ (b)

MσRb + πE (eP ),

where πE is the projection onto E along F .
This is an immediate consequence of Proposition 2.10.

Note that since the restriction of Mσ to E is a contrac-
tion, this relation uniquely defines the Ra and their union
R.

We can define an additional dynamical structure on
R. There is a natural order on the vertices of a stepped
line; it allows us to define a map on the set of vertices
that takes any vertex to its successor. If a vertex P is
of type a, the next vertex is by definition P + ea . By
projection, the successor function is well defined on a
dense subset of Ra ; it is a translation by the projection
of ea , hence continuous, so it extends by continuity to all
of Ra . This defines, in the general case, a pseudogroup of
transformations acting on the subsets Ra ⊂ R. If these
sets are disjoint, each point is in the domain of exactly
one generator of the pseudogroup, and the successor map
extends to all of R (except perhaps on boundaries of Ra),
defining an exchange of pieces (in a number of interesting
cases, the sets are disjoint up to a set of measure zero,
and the map is defined except on a set of measure zero).

Example 2.15. (The original Rauzy fractal.) A classical ex-
ample, which is the basis for this paper, is the tribonacci
substitution σ̆, first studied by Rauzy and defined above,
in Example 2.3. The associated matrix has an unstable
space of dimension 1 (the Perron–Frobenius expanding
line) and a stable space of dimension 2, on which the ac-
tion of the abelianized matrix is conjugate to the action
on C by multiplication by µ, where µ is one of the two
complex contracting eigenvalues.

Using the prefix automaton, and choosing a complex
structure on the contracting plane such that f(1) projects
to 1 and the action of the abelianized matrix corresponds
to multiplication by µ, we see that any vertex of the
stepped line associated with the substitution projects
onto the contracting plane to a finite sum

∑k
0 εiµ

i , where
(εi) is a sequence of 0’s and 1’s such there are no three
consecutive 1’s. The closure of the projection onto the
contracting plane is the Rauzy fractal (as defined above)
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of the tribonacci substitution; we will call it the tri-
bonacci fractal for short and denote it by R̆.

2.5. Stepped Lines in Expanding Spaces and Fractal
Curves

Instead of projecting onto a contracting space, we can
project onto an expanding space; in that case, we obtain
a discrete line that tends to infinity. We will show that
by renormalizing this discrete line in a suitable way, we
can obtain another interesting object.

2.5.1. Projection onto the Perron–Frobenius eigenline,
Tiling, and Number Systems.

Let λ be the Perron–Frobenius eigenvalue, and let
Eλ ⊕ E∗

λ be the invariant splitting given by the
Perron–Frobenius eigenline and its invariant comple-
ment. We denote by Πλ the projection onto Eλ along
E∗

λ ; its restriction to the geometric curve underlying any
canonical stepped line is a bijection, since E∗

λ is the or-
thogonal of the dual Perron–Frobenius eigenvector, which
is strictly positive; hence the curve intersects each hyper-
plane parallel to E∗

λ exactly once.
This projection gives us a natural tiling of Eλ , which

is self-similar. Is also gives us a parameterization of the
canonical line, and a number system, in the following
way.

Let a ∈ A. The stepped line Lσn (a) projects to the
interval [0,Πλeσn (a) ] = [0, λnΠλea ] of Eλ . It is an im-
mediate consequence of the definition of the prefix au-
tomaton that for any vertex x ∈ Vσn (a) , we can find a
finite sequence (P1 , . . . , Pn ) of prefixes and a sequence
(a0 = a, . . . , an ) of letters such that Pkak is a prefix of
σ(ak−1) for k = 1, . . . , n. The corresponding word can
then be written σn−1(P1) . . . σk (Pn−k ) . . . Pn , and an im-
mediate computation shows that we can write

Πλ (x) =
n∑

k=1

λn−kΠλ (ePk
).

If we apply a homothety of ratio λ−n to Eλ , the inter-
val [0,Πλeσn (a)] is sent to [0,Πλea ], and it is not difficult
to check that for any y in this interval, there is a uniquely
defined sequence (Pn )n∈N that is admissible in the sense
above, and such that y =

∑∞
k=1 λ−kΠλ(ePk

); it can be
viewed as an expansion in base λ, the digits being the
Πλ (eP ), for all prefixes of images of letters; they form a
finite set.

Remark 2.16. This construction has already been consid-
ered and studied in detail in [Dumont and Thomas 93].

There is not one number system, but a finite collection,
one system for each letter. If the letter a is the beginning
of an infinite word that is fixed or periodic for the sub-
stitution, this number system extends in a natural way
to the positive line, but not otherwise.

Observe that the sequence of prefixes is determined by
the prefix automaton, with the arrows reversed . A point
x in the interval has a finite expansion if and only if there
is N ∈ N such that λN x is a vertex of the tiling obtained
by projecting σN (a) (this property is then true for all
n ≥ N).

2.5.2. Stepped Lines in Expanding Spaces.

Let E ⊕ F be an invariant splitting of RA such that the
restriction of Mσ to F is strictly expanding, and denote
by ΠF the projection onto F along E . We consider the
projection of the stepped lines Lσn (a) onto F . It is clear
that unless ΠF (ea) = 0, these stepped lines tend to infin-
ity, since their endpoints are ΠF (eσn (a)) = Mn

σ ΠF (ea).
We will show that after an appropriate renormalization,
these stepped lines converge. We begin with an elemen-
tary fact.

Lemma 2.17. For all a ∈ A and all 0 ≤ i ≤ |σ(a)|,

ΠF (xσn (a)
i ) =

n∑
k=1

Mn−k
σ ΠF (ePk

),

where σn−1(P1) . . . σ(Pn−1)Pn is the prefix decomposition
of the prefix of σn (a) of length i (note that this decom-
position is ordered in the opposite direction compared to
the previous section).

Proof: The existence of the prefix decomposition of any
prefix P of σn (a), given by P = σn−1(P1) . . . σ(Pn−1)Pn ,
has been shown above by the analysis of the prefix au-
tomaton. It immediately implies the formula. �

From this lemma, we easily prove the following:

Lemma 2.18. For all a ∈ A, the set

∪n≥0M−nΠF (Vσn (a))

is a compact connected set.

Proof: Since

MVσn (a) ⊂ Vσn + 1 (a) ,

the sets M−nΠU (Vσn (a)) form an increasing sequence.
They are uniformly bounded, by an argument similar to
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the argument that proves the existence of the Rauzy frac-
tal, the geometric series being taken in the other direc-
tion. Indeed, let y ∈ M−nΠU (Vσn (a)). By the previous
lemma, we can write y =

∑n
j=1 M−j

σ ΠF (ePj
). Since the

eP form a finite set, and Mσ is a strict contraction on F ,
this sum is uniformly bounded by a geometric series.

A similar argument shows that this set is well chained,
hence connected. �

The limit set is in fact the image of a parameter-
ized curve, which can be given explicitly. We have shown
that the projection Πλ is a bijection from the curve un-
derlying the canonical stepped line Lσn (a) to the inter-
val [0, λnΠλ (ea)]. We denote by γ the reciprocal map
(that is, the natural parameterization of the curve by
the Perron–Frobenius space).

We define a sequence of parameterized curves Ca
n :

[0,Πλ (ea)] → F by

Ca
n (t) = M−nΠF (γ(λnt)).

Proposition 2.19. The sequence of parameterized curves
Ca

n tends uniformly to a curve Ca , which is defined by

Ca(t) =
∞∑

j=1

M−j
σ ΠF (ePj

),

where tΠλ(ea) =
∑∞

j=1 λ−jΠλ(ePj
) is the expansion of

tΠλ(ea) in the Dumont–Thomas number system in base
λ associated with a (as in Remark 2.16).

Proof: This is a simple computation. If t has a finite ex-
pansion of degree N , all Ca

n (t) are equal for n > N , and
given by the formula above; otherwise, they converge ge-
ometrically fast to it. �

We get in this way a family of curves (Ca)a∈A; as we
shall see later, they are quite often of Peano type, with di-
mension greater than 1. Their images R∗

a = {Ca(t) | 0 ≤
t ≤ Πλ(ea)} satisfy an interesting relation:

Proposition 2.20. We have

R∗
a =

⋃
P,b|P b is a prefix of σ (a)

M−1(R∗
b + πF (eP )).

Proof: The sets M−nVσn (a) are contained in R∗
a , and

their union is dense. The proposition is then an immedi-
ate consequence of Proposition 2.8. �

We observe again that we have a graph-directed IFS,
which is dual to the one defined for the Rauzy fractal; the

Rauzy fractal R and its dual R∗ live in different spaces,
and they have no reason to be similar.

2.6. Stepped Lines Associated with Interval Exchange
Transformations

2.6.1. Bounded Stepped Lines in One-Dimensional
Space.

There is a completely different way to build a bounded
stepped line, independently of any substitution. Consider
a minimal interval exchange transformation T on k in-
tervals I1 , . . . , Ik of translation length t1 , . . . , tk (that is,
T (x) = x + ti if x ∈ Ii). Take any point x in the domain,
and consider the itinerary with respect to the partition;
we obtain an infinite word and a canonical stepped line
in Rk . Consider the projection from Rk to R that sends ei

to ti . It is clear that the image of the canonical stepped
line is bounded, the closure of its image is the domain
of T , and the exchange of pieces associated with this
stepped line is well defined and is the initial map T . In-
deed, the image of the stepped line is, by definition, the
orbit of x by T . This stepped line can be realized in Rk by
projecting onto a one-dimensional space along the plane∑

tixi = 0.
If the map T is self-induced on a subinterval, and if

we take for x the fixed point of the map that conjugates
T to the induced map, then the itinerary of x is the fixed
point of a substitution.

However, it is in general difficult, for a given substi-
tution σ, to find corresponding translation lengths ti ,
to check whether the substitution dynamical system is
conjugate (at least measurably) to an interval exchange
transformation, and to recover the interval exchange
transformation in a systematic way; we will do this below
for a particular substitution.

2.6.2. Discrete Stepped Lines Associated with
Algebraic Interval Exchange Transformations.

The following construction, due to [McMullen 09], asso-
ciates to any algebraic interval exchange transformation
a discrete curve on a slice of a lattice.

Let α be an algebraic integer of degree d , and suppose
that all the lengths of the intervals, and hence all the
translation lengths, belong to 1

N Z[α] for some N . Then
the orbit of 0 is in 1

N Z[α], which can be considered a
lattice Zd by taking the vector (n0 , . . . , nd−1) ∈ Zd to∑d−1

i=0
ni

N αi ; we define in this way a stepped line in Zd ,
which is included in a slice of Zd , since all points sat-
isfy

∑d−1
i=0

ni

N αi ∈ I, where I is the domain of the interval
exchange transformation.
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All self-similar interval exchange transformations, and
in particular all interval exchange transformations re-
lated to pseudo-Anosov maps, are algebraic, and allow
this construction; we will see a particular case below.

3. THE SETTING: DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION

3.1. The Interval Exchange Transformation

3.1.1. The Transformation.

For any interval [a, b) ⊂ [0, 1), we define the involution
I[a,b) on [0, 1) that exchanges the two halves of the inter-
val [a, b) by a translation and fixes the complement. This
involution is explicitly given by

I[a,b) : x �→

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
x + b−a

2 if a ≤ x < a+b
2 ,

x − b−a
2 if a+b

2 ≤ x < b,

x if x /∈ [a, b).

Let α be the unique real number such that α3 +
α2 + α = 1. Define the partition J = {Ja , Jb , Jc} =
{[0, α), [α, α + α2), [α + α2 , 1)}. The map T is defined as
I[0,1) ◦ IJa

◦ IJb
◦ IJc

: we cut each of the three intervals
into two equal halves, exchange these halves by transla-
tion, and then rotate the circle by 1

2 .
The map T is an interval exchange transformation on

the circle with six intervals of continuity (if we consider
it as an interval exchange transformation on the interval
[0, 1), another discontinuity is introduced by the preim-
age of 0, and we get an interval exchange transformation
on seven intervals). The map T is conjugate to its inverse,
by T = I[0,1) ◦ T−1 ◦ I[0,1) .

The map T has σ̆-structure with respect to the parti-
tion J for the tribonacci substitution σ̆ (see [Arnoux 88]).
More precisely, let h be the map h : [0, 1) → Ja = [0, α)
defined by

h : x �→
{

αx + α+α4

2 if x < α+α2

2 ,

αx + −α+α4

2 if x ≥ α+α2

2 .

A straightforward computation proves that h conju-
gates T to the induced map TJa

; the first-return time is
1 on h(Jc), and 2 on its complement; we can check eas-
ily that Ja = h(Ja) ∪ h(Jb) ∪ h(Jc), Jb = T (h(Ja)), Jc =
T (h(Jb)).

Hence we obtain a semiconjugacy between the interval
exchange transformation T and the tribonacci shift. One
can prove that this semiconjugacy is a measurable con-
jugacy, that is, it is almost everywhere one-to-one, but
it is not one-to-one everywhere, because the partition J
is not generating; indeed, because of the discontinuity in
h, h(Ja) is not an interval, but the union of two disjoint

intervals, and h2(Ja) has three connected components, as
well as the hn (Ja) for n > 2.

We define the points α1 = α4

2 = α − 1
2 , α2 = α2 +

α4

2 = α + α2 − 1
2 , and α3 = 1

2 . They cut S1 into the re-
spective intervals T (Ja), T (Jb), and T (Jc). A compu-
tation proves that h(α1) = α2 , h(α2) = α3 , h(α3) = α1 ,
that is, {α1 , α2 , α3} is a periodic orbit for h. One can
prove that ∩n∈Nhn (Ja) consists of these three points,
which have the same itinerary with respect to J (the
fixed point of σ).

3.1.2. The Partitions.

The starting point of the present paper is the partition
presented in this section; it has the property that its el-
ements are continuity intervals of the interval exchange
transformation, and their images by the conjugacy are
also intervals.

We would like to obtain a partition by intervals with a
σ-structure. For this, we must introduce the discontinu-
ity point of h. This in turn introduces new cutting points,
and computation shows that to obtain a σ-structure with
a partition by intervals, we need no fewer than nine in-
tervals, which are bounded by the discontinuity points of
the interval, plus the discontinuity point of h and its two
preimages by h.

Remark 3.1. We denote the discontinuity point of h by
β2 = α+α2

2 , its preimage by β1 = α2 +α4

2 , and its second
preimage by β3 = α + α2 +α3

2 , or β0 = −α2 +α3

2 = β3 mod
1). These last three points are the images under T of
the points 0, α, α2 , and the opposites on the circle of the
other discontinuity points; they are discontinuity points
for the inverse map T−1 .

Let A = {1, . . . , 9}. We consider the partition

I = {Ii, i ∈ A}

of the circle S1 into nine successive intervals (left
closed, right open), with I1 = [0, α2 +α4

2 ) and of respec-
tive lengths

α2 + α4

2
,
α3

2
,
α2

2
,
α3 + α4

2
,
α2

2
,
α3

2
,
α4 + α5

2
,
α3

2
,
α3

2
.

This partition is defined by the six discontinuity points
0, α/2, α, α + α2/2, α + α2 , α + α2 + α3/2 of T (on the
circle) and by the three points βi (defined in Remark
3.1). It is a refinement of the natural partition by the
continuity intervals; hence T can also be viewed as an
interval exchange transformation on this partition.
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FIGURE 2. The partitions of the interval.

In what follows, it will be more convenient for compu-
tations to consider T as defined on an interval. It turns
out to be inconvenient to split the circle at 0, because
this introduces a new discontinuity. But the points βn are
images of discontinuity points for T ; hence, if we split the
circle at βi , we get a better model. From now on, we will
consider T as defined on the interval [β0 , β3). This is the
convention used in Figure 2, and this is why the inter-
vals appear in the order (7, 8, 9, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6), and their
images in the order (1, 2, 6, 7, 5, 9, 8, 3, 4). The translation
vector is given by

t =
1
2
(
α − 1, α − 1, 1 − α, 1 − α, α2 − 1, −1 − α2 ,

1 − α2 , 2 − α − α2 , α + α2).
We will denote by ti the components of t .

The partition I is finer than the partition J defined
above, since Ja = I1 ∪ I2 ∪ I3 ∪ I4 , Jb = I5 ∪ I6 ∪ I7 ,Jc =
I8 ∪ I9 . It is also finer than the partition by continuity
intervals, since I1 ∪ I2 , I3 ∪ I4 , and I6 ∪ I7 are continuity
intervals.

We define another partition K by

K = {K1 ,K2 ,K3}
= {I7 ∪ I8 ∪ I9 ∪ I1 , I2 ∪ I3 , I4 ∪ I5 ∪ I6}
= {T (I1) ∪ T (I2) ∪ T (I6) ∪ T (I7), T (I5) ∪ T (I9),

T (I8) ∪ T (I3) ∪ T (I4)},

so that K1 = [β0 , β1), K2 = [β1 , β2), and K3 = [β2 , β3).
The lengths of these intervals are |K1 | = α+α2

2 (contains
the origin), |K2 | = α2 +α3

2 , and |K3 | = α+α3

2 . As we will
see below, this partition plays an important role in the
induction.

Definition 3.2. We denote by k− and k+ the two maps
from the alphabet A to {1, 2, 3} defined by Ii ⊂ Kk−(i)

and T (Ii) ⊂ Kk+ (i) .

Finally, we consider the partition Ĵ = J ∨ K:

Ĵ = {Ĵ1 , Ĵ2 , Ĵ4 , Ĵ5 , Ĵ7 , Ĵ9}
= {I1 , I2 ∪ I3 , I4 , I5 ∪ I6 , I7 , I8 ∪ I9},

which is indexed by the alphabet Â = {1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8} ⊂
A. This partition will arise naturally in the geometric
constructions of Sections 6.1 and 6.2.

3.1.3. The McMullen Curve.

The map T is algebraic; hence it allows the construction
explained in Section 2.6.2. This construction will be de-
tailed in Section 6.3. For now, observe that all lengths
of the intervals of T belong to 1

2 Z[α]. We can map Z3

bijectively onto 1
2 Z[α] by the map

Q : (n, p, q) �→ n

2
+

p

2
α +

q

2
α2 .
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We observe that Z = Q−1( 1
2 Z[α] ∩ [β0 , β3)) is a “slice”

in Z3 between two planes. Note that for all (p, q) ∈
Z2 , there is a unique n such that Q(n, p, q) ∈ [β0 , β3),
Q(n + 1, p, q) ∈ [β0 , β3), i.e., there are exactly two points
of type (n, p, q) for a fixed pair (p, q) in the slice (the orig-
inal curve was defined using the interval [0, 1) instead of
[β0 , β3), but this would be less convenient).

We will call the curve underlying the stepped line (de-
noted by L) between successive points (Q−1(Tn (α1)))n≥0

of the orbit of the fixed point seen in Z3 the McMullen
curve; see the figure in [McMullen 09]. It is a stepped line,
since the differences Q−1(Tn+1(α1)) − Q−1(Tn (α1)) are
given by the Q−1(ti), so they assume only a finite number
of values.

3.2. The Substitution

3.2.1. Definition.

We introduce the substitution σ on the alphabet A:

σ : 1 → 35
2 → 45
3 → 46
4 → 17
5 → 18
6 → 19
7 → 29
8 → 2
9 → 3.

The substitution σ has a periodic orbit of period
3. Set u = u(1) = limn→∞ σ3n (1), u(2) = limn→∞ σ3n (3),
and u(3) = limn→∞ σ3n (4); the periodic orbit is u(1) σ→
u(2) σ→ u(3) σ→ u(1) . It has no other periodic orbit.

3.2.2. Dynamics

We have the following proposition:

Proposition 3.3. The dynamical system (S1 , T ) has a σ-
structure with respect to the partition I.

Proof: This expresses the induction scheme. We know
that the map T is conjugate by h to its induced
map on J1 = I1 ∪ I2 ∪ I3 ∪ I4 . We have to check the
σ-structure. But a simple computation shows that
h(I1) ⊂ I3 , T (h(I1)) ⊂ I5 , and T 2(h(I1)) ⊂ J1 ; hence the
itinerary of the interval h(I1) is 35; similar computations
for the other intervals show that we have a σ-structure
for the substitution σ above. �

Since the elements of the partition I are continuity
intervals for the minimal map T , the partition is gener-
ating, that is, the map ϕI that sends each point to its
itinerary with respect to the partition I is one-to-one.
And since we have a σ-structure, the coding of the IET
T is well described by the substitutive dynamical system
(Ω, S), where S denotes the usual shift, and the following
diagram commutes:

S1 T→ S1

↓ ϕI ↓ ϕI

Ω S→ Ω

Similarly, the following diagram, which expresses the
induction, commutes:

S1 h→ S1

↓ ϕI ↓ ϕI

Ω σ→ Ω

Remark 3.4. It is interesting, the better to see the induc-
tion, to define the interval exchange transformation on
the disjoint union of the three intervals K1 , K2 , and K3 ,
as suggested by Figure 3.

Indeed, we can check that the conjugacy map h de-
fined above satisfies h(K1) = K2 , h(K2) = I4 ⊂ K3 , and
h(K3) = I1 ⊂ K1 .

We can take local coordinates on each Ki by tak-
ing the distance to the periodic point αi ; more precisely,
we define a map [β0 , β3) → R × Z/3Z, t �→ (t − αi, i), if
x ∈ Ki . A direct computation shows that in these coor-
dinates, h can be written h(x, i) = (αx, i + 1); the cube

FIGURE 3. The induction.
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h3 of h is a homothety on each interval Ki , centered in
αi , as can be seen in Figure 3.

Observe that the periodic orbit of h corresponds to
the periodic orbit of σ in the following way:

ϕI(α1) = u, ϕI(α2) = u(2) , ϕI(α3) = u(3) . (3–1)

We will see that this periodic structure of order 3 of the
induction appears in the spectral theory for the substi-
tution σ.

3.2.3. Factors.

There are two natural factors of this symbolic dynamical
system.

The first one follows from the identification ρ : A →
Ă = {a, b, c} defined by Ii ⊂ Jρ(i) , i.e., 1, 2, 3, 4 �→ a;
5, 6, 7 �→ b; 8, 9 �→ c. The map ρ defines an equivalence re-
lation on the alphabet, which extends to the free monoid
A∗: two words are equivalent if they have the same image
under ρ. One checks immediately that this equivalence
relation is compatible with the substitution σ, and the
factor substitution is the tribonacci substitution defined
above in Example 2.3:

σ̆ : a → ab

b → ac

c → a.

The other one follows from the identification 2 ∼= 3, 5 ∼= 6,
and 8 ∼= 9 and corresponds to the coding by the partition
Ĵ . This equivalence relation is also compatible with the
substitution, and the factor substitution on the alphabet
Â = {1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8} is

σ̂ : 1 → 25
2 → 45
4 → 17
5 → 18
7 → 28
8 → 2.

Observe that the equivalence relation corresponding to
coding by partition K is incompatible with σ: letters 1
and 9 are equivalent for this partition, and their images
do not even have the same length; hence there is no factor
substitution for this partition.

3.2.4. Linear Algebra.

The matrix Mσ associated with σ is a 9 × 9 matrix, whose
characteristic polynomial is P (X) = X9 − X7 − 5X6 −

X5 + X4 + 5X3 + X2 − 1, which factors as

P (X) = (X − 1)(X2 + X + 1)(X3 + X2 + X − 1)
× (X3 − X2 − X − 1).

The Perron–Frobenius eigenvalue is λ = 1.8393 . . . ,
the real root of X3 − X2 − X − 1. We decompose the
space RA into three invariant subspaces of dimension
three with rational equation corresponding to this fac-
torization, RA = En ⊕ ET ⊕ ET , where:

• The invariant subspace En is associated with the
eigenvalues 1, j, j2 ; it splits into En = EI ⊕ Ej ,
where EI is the eigenspace associated with eigen-
value 1, and Ej is the invariant plane associated
with the pair of eigenvalues j, j2 .

• The invariant subspace ET = ker(M 3 + M 2 + M −
Id), corresponds to eigenvalues α < 1, β, and β,
roots of X3 + X2 + X − 1, and splits into ET =
ET ,s ⊕ ET ,u , a contracting direction and an expand-
ing plane.

• The invariant subspace ET = ker(M 3 − M 2 − M −
Id) corresponds to eigenvalues λ > 1, µ, and
µ, and also splits into ET = ET ,u ⊕ ET ,s , the
Perron–Frobenius direction and the contracting
plane.

The space ET ,u ⊕ ET ,u is the invariant unstable space
Eu , and the space ET ,s ⊕ ET ,s is the invariant stable
space Es . We summarize:

RA = En ⊕ ET ⊕ ET = En ⊕ Es ⊕ Eu (3–2)
= EI ⊕ Ej ⊕ ET ,s ⊕ ET ,u ⊕ ET ,u ⊕ ET ,s .

If

A =

⎛⎜⎝1 1 1
1 0 0
0 1 0

⎞⎟⎠
denotes the tribonacci matrix, and

J =

⎛⎜⎝0 0 1
1 0 0
0 1 0

⎞⎟⎠
the permutation matrix, then the factorization of the
characteristic polynomial implies that we can find a ra-
tional matrix P such that the conjugate matrix M̃ is
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given by

M̃ = P−1MP =

⎛⎜⎝J 0 0
0 tA−1 0
0 0 A

⎞⎟⎠ .

We denote by Π∗ the projection onto E∗ parallel to the
supplementary space according to decomposition (3–2),
where E∗ is any invariant subspace. This defines a family
of projections Πn ,ΠT ,ΠT ,s , . . . , and we will mostly con-
sider these projections (except in some particular cases,
where we will make explicit our choice of projection) and
use them to define stepped lines.

4. THE STABLE SUBSPACE

In this section, we concentrate on what happens in the
stable subspace Es . In stable directions, the Rauzy frac-
tal construction procedure is natural. We will see that
it works well if we restrict to the two-dimensional space
ET ,s but that the situation is more intricate in the direc-
tion ET ,s . To obtain a nicer picture, we will involve the
neutral direction, and recover in a systematic way the
interval exchange transformation from the substitution,
and a Peano curve.

4.1. Projection to the Tribonacci Stable Plane

The equivalence relation defined on A by the partition
J defines a subspace of dimension 6. A small compu-
tation shows that this space is En ⊕ ET ; the projection
ΠT onto the space ET satisfies by construction ΠT (e1) =
ΠT (e2) = ΠT (e3) = ΠT (e4), ΠT (e5) = ΠT (e6) = ΠT (e7),
ΠT (e8) = ΠT (e9). If we define ea = ΠT (e1), eb = ΠT (e5),
ec = ΠT (e8), we obtain a basis of the 3-dimensional space
ET , which can be viewed as RĂ, on which the restriction
of M acts as A.

The canonical stepped line Lŭ associated with the tri-
bonacci substitution can be embedded in this way in ET ,
and we have the following result, which is not surprising
in view of [Arnoux 88]:

Theorem 4.1

ΠT (Lu ( i )
) = Lŭ for i = 1, 2, 3.

Proof: This result is a straightforward consequence of the
analysis done in the previous section. Indeed, the projec-
tion ρ from A to Ă sends the three periodic points u(i) of
σ to the fixed point ŭ of σ̆, so the corresponding projec-
tion ΠT sends the three corresponding canonical stepped
lines to the canonical stepped line Lŭ in ET = RĂ. �

As an immediate consequence, we have the following
corollary:

Corollary 4.2.

ΠT ,s(Vu ) = R̆.

The vertices of the stepped line project onto the tri-
bonacci fractal. The partition {ΠT ,s(Vu,a), a ∈ A} (up
to sets of measure zero) is shown in Figure 4 before and
after the exchange of pieces. The standard partition of
the tribonacci fractal is obtained by taking the unions of
tiles with the same ρ.

Remark 4.3. Observe that the same result holds for the
stepped lines associated with the other fixed points, since
these fixed points also project onto ŭ. This may seem
paradoxical at first glance, since naturally, the three fixed
points are different, though they yield the same parti-
tion. An explanation could be that the partition is up to
a set of measure zero: indeed, the sets ΠT ,s(Vu ( 1 ) ,a) and
ΠT ,s(Vu ( 2 ) ,a) differ on their boundaries, while the set of
indices on which the corresponding fixed points are dis-
tinct can be of zero density.

4.2. Projection to the Stable Direction in
Antitribonacci

A straightforward application of the results of Section
2.4 shows that the sets ΠT (Vu,a) are compact sets in
ET ,s . They satisfy a GIFS, which can be written explic-
itly, using the fact that with notation introduced in Sec-
tion 3.1.2, ΠT ,s(ei) = ti − (αk+ (i) − αk−(i)).

This GIFS can be solved explicitly, and the result is
slightly messy: the adherences of the ΠT (Vu,a) are over-
lapping intervals. More precisely, we get copies of the in-
tervals K1 ,K2 ,K3 , each centered at αi , since these points
correspond to the three periodic points and project to 0;
hence they overlap.

We will not go into further details, since a clearer pic-
ture will emerge in the following sections.

4.3. Projection onto the Complete Stable Space

We can gather the results of the two previous subsections
by considering the projection Πs onto the space Es par-
allel to Eu ⊕ En . We are interested in Πs(Lu ). For the
same reasons as in Section 4.2, the picture is still a little
bit messy. But here, there is no overlap because the com-
ponent ET ,s separates points that would have the same
projection onto ET ,s . Indeed, the projection is the union
of three continuous (fractal) curves, as shown in Figure 5.
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FIGURE 4. The tribonacci fractal. Partition J (standard tribonacci) before and after exchange, partition I before and
after exchange, and partition K.

Proof of such a statement would follow from Theorem 4.5,
which makes explicit the complete picture.

4.4. Recovering the IET: A First Attempt Using Another
Projection to E T ,s

We use the results of Section 2.6, and consider the projec-
tion Π/ onto ET ,s parallel to the hyperplane H of equa-
tion

∑d
i=1 tixi = 0.

We observe that the subspace H is related to the
eigenspaces as follows: ET ⊂ H, ET ,u ⊂ H, EI ⊂ H, and
H ⊕ ET ,s = RA; the relation between H and Ej will ap-
pear later.

We are interested in the projection of Vu . The follow-
ing theorem is an immediate consequence of the result of
Section 2.6, since the projections of the basis vectors are
the translation lengths of the interval exchange transfor-
mation T .

Theorem 4.4. Π/(Vu ) is an interval. The subsets
Π/(Vu,a) are intervals with disjoint interiors, and the ex-
change of pieces is homothetic to the original map T.

As we will see below, what we did by changing the
projection was just to make a constant translation on
each copy of the Ki to remove the overlap.

4.5. The Tribonacci Filling Curve

We want to extend the projection Π/ to all of Es . Re-
calling ET ,s ⊂ H, we define the projection Πs̃ onto the
space Es parallel to H̃ = H ∩ (Eu ⊕ En ⊕ ET ,s). We can
write Πs̃ = ΠT ,s ⊕ Π/ . We are interested in Πs̃(Vu ). This
object lies in Es = ET ,s ⊕ ET ,s , which we can view as R3 .

Theorem 4.5. Πs̃(Vu ) is a continuous curve in R3 . Its
projection onto ET ,s parallel to ET ,s is a Peano curve
filling the tribonacci fractal R̆. Its projection onto ET ,s

parallel to ET ,s is one-to-one, and its image is an inter-
val.

In other words, Πs̃(Vu ) is the graph of a Peano curve
filling the tribonacci fractal R̆ parameterized by the co-
ordinate along ET ,s .
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FIGURE 5. A view of Πs (Vu ). The gray levels correspond
to the partition K. Note that this is a two-dimensional
view of a 3-dimensional curve with high Hausdorff di-
mension; this picture is to be compared with Figures 6
and 7.

Proof: Basically, this is a consequence of Theorems 4.1
and 4.4. Continuity follows from the fact that if two
points are close in the direction ET ,s , they are (except
for a finite number of orbits) close symbolically and hence
close in ET . More specifically, if Π/(xu

n ) is a point that
does not belong to the orbits of boundary points of the
intervals Ii , for any N > 0 there is a neighborhood V of
Π/(xu

n ) such that all points in V have the same dynam-
ics for N steps, so that any other xu

m with Π/(xu
m ) ∈ V

will satisfy ΠT ,s(xu
m ) close to ΠT ,s(xu

n ). So all we have to
check is continuity at the boundaries of the atoms of the
partition I. Since it projects onto ET , the only delicate
points are the boundaries of Ja , Jb , and Jc . But they all
project onto the same point. �

Observe that the points corresponding to the prefixes
of the fixed point appear on the curve in an order pre-
scribed by the dynamics, which is in a sense dual to the
order in which they are disposed on the ET ,s-axis. It is
a straightforward way to see the Peano curve in the tri-
bonacci fractal constructed in [Arnoux 88] (the proof in
that paper is essentially the one we just gave; the essen-
tial step is to prove that discontinuity points have the
same image). Indeed, it defines a map from the interval
(or the circle S1) to the tribonacci fractal. Observe that

the sets Πs̃(Vu,a) project onto compact disjoint (up to
boundary points) pieces of the tribonacci fractal.

The fact that the projection of the stepped line is a
curve is far from obvious from the construction, since
we just project a discrete set in RA. We will see later
another way to construct this Peano curve as a limit of a
sequence of renormalized stepped lines, associated with
the so-called dual substitution, which gives a curve by
construction.

5. THE NEUTRAL SUBSPACE

We now study in a more detailed way the dynamical be-
havior in the neutral subspace En . In general, the pro-
jections onto the neutral space can be quite complicated,
since we cannot expect convergent series and there can
be an unbounded drift. However, in our case, some re-
markable coincidences occur, and things are quite simple
and almost completely understood. Indeed, the space En

splits into Ej ⊕ EI . In Ej , the Rauzy fractal procedure
yields a finite set. Along EI , the stepped line projects
onto a discrete but unbounded set. We use this result to
give another formulation of Theorem 4.4, making clearer
the role of the partition K.

5.1. Projection to the Neutral Subspace

We first analyze the projection of Lu onto the space Ej .
Let M1 = 0, M2 = −Πj (e2), M3 = Πj (e8), and set M =
{M1 ,M2 ,M3}.

Theorem 5.1. The projection of Vu onto Ej is reduced to
M.

Proof: Computation (see Section 9) shows that Πj (e1) =
Πj (e4) = Πj (e7) = 0, that Πj (e2) = −Πj (e9), Πj (e3) =
−Πj (e5), Πj (e6) = −Πj (e8), and that Πj (e2 + e8 + e5) =
0.

Consider the graph G (see Figure 8) with vertices
{1, 2, 3} and for which there is an edge from r to s labeled
(a,Πj (ea)) if and only if k−(a) = r and k+(a) = s (where
k− and k+ have been defined in Definition 3.2). Observe
that for any a ∈ A, there is exactly one edge labeled by
(a,Πj (ea)). Any itinerary ϕI(x) = (vn )n∈N is the label of
a path in this graph, since by definition, we must have
k−(vn+1) = k+(vn ); the corresponding sequence of ver-
tices is just the itinerary ϕK(x) of x with respect to the
partition K.
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FIGURE 6. Different views of the tribonacci filling curve Πs̃ (Lu ). The gray levels should help in visualizing the third
dimension.

This is true in particular for the fixed point u; more-
over, since u0 = 1, we have Iu0 ⊂ K1 , and the correspond-
ing path starts from vertex 1.

One checks immediately that for all a ∈ A, Πj (ea) =
Mk+ (a) − Mk−(a) ; hence the cocycle is a coboundary, and
we have, for any itinerary v ,

n∑
j=0

Πj (evj
) = Mk+ (vn ) − Mk−(v0 ) ,

in particular, for the fixed point, Mk−(v0 ) = 0, so the
projection of the corresponding canonical stepped line
Πj (xu

n ) is in M for all n ≥ 1, which proves the
theorem. �

The projection to the whole space En is slightly
more complicated. For convenience, we denote by V1

(respectively V2 , V3) the vector Πj (e2) (respectively
Πj (e5 ,Πj (e8)), and by ∆ = −e1 + e3 − e5 + e6 − e8 + e9

the invariant vector (eigenvector for the eigenvalue 1.)

Proposition 5.2. The projection of Vu onto En is a dis-
crete but unbounded subset of M + Z∆/3, namely

Πn (Vu ) = (M1 + Z∆) ∪ (M2 + ∆/3 + Z∆)
∪ (M2 + 2∆/3 + Z∆).

Remark 5.3. It is possible to prove that the drift in the
∆-direction is logarithmic. We have no geometric inter-
pretation for what happens in this direction.
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FIGURE 7. A view of the tribonacci filling curve Πs̃ (Lu ).
Here the gray level changes continuously along the co-
ordinate ET ,s .

Proof: Computation shows that Πn (e2 + e8 + e5) =
∆ and Πn (e3 + e6 + e9) = −∆. Using the notation
V1 , V2 , V3 above, we compute the projections of the basis
vectors on En :

Πn (e1) = Πn (e4) = Πn (e7) = 0,

Πn (e2) = V1 +
∆
3

= −Πn (e9),

Πn (e5) = V2 +
∆
3

= −Πn (e3),

Πn (e8) = V3 +
∆
3

= −Πn (e6).

Taking into account the ∆-component, we immedi-
ately see that Πn (Lu

n ) ⊂ M + Z∆/3. Let us first prove
that the stepped line is unbounded in this direction. To
do so we exhibit two sequences W±

n of prefixes of the
fixed point u for which Πn (eW ±

n
) = ±n∆/2. Indeed, con-

sider W−
1 = σ5(3)σ3(3)σ(3) and set for all n ≥ 1, W−

n+1 =
σ6(W−

n )W−
1 . It follows from a straightforward analysis of

the prefix automaton that W−
n are prefixes of the fixed

point u. Since Πn (M 3ei) = Πn (ei), it follows that

Πn (eW −
n
) = Πn

( n∑
i=1

M 6neW −
1

)
=

n∑
i=1

Πn

(
M 6neW −

1

)
= nΠn (eW −

1
).

Recalling that W−
1 = σ5(3)σ3(3)σ(3), we conclude that

Πn (eW −
n
) = nΠn

(
M 5e3 + M 3e3 + Me3

)
= nΠn

(
e9 + e3 + e6

)
= −n∆.

FIGURE 8. Graph of the approximating subshift: ver-
tices are 1, 2, and 3, and edges are labeled A and
{Πj (ea ), a ∈ A}, with H = ∆/3.

In the same spirit, we consider

W+
0 = σ3(1)σ2(2), W+

1 = σ8(W+
0 )σ4(W+

0 )W+
0 ,

and set

W+
n+1 = σ12n+6(W+

0 )σ12n (W+
1 )σ12(n−1)(W+

1 )
· · ·σ12(W+

1 )W+
1 .

Again, W+
n is a prefix of u, and here,

Πn (eW +
n

) = n∆.

To conclude we observe that in view of the graph G , only
points of the form Mi + i∆/3 + n∆ can be attained, since
moves in direction ∆ correspond to period-3 cycles in the
graph. The same analysis shows that all such points are
attained, since n∆ are attained for all n ∈ Z. �

5.2. Recovering the IET on Three Intervals: A More
Conceptual Version

Here we project the stepped line Lu onto Ej ⊕ ET ,s . The
Rauzy fractal we obtain is the union of three intervals
that can be viewed as the three intervals K1 , K2 , and K3

of the partition K. We recover Lemma 4.4 by projecting
in a direction such that the three intervals glue onto a
single segment. We denote by Π/// the natural projection
onto Ej ⊕ ET ,s .

Consider the set comprising the union of three inter-
vals, copies of K1 ,K2 ,K3 parallel to ET ,s , defined by

K̂ = (M1 + (K1 − α1)eT ,s) ∪ (M2 + (K2 − α2)eT ,s)

∪ (M3 + (K3 − α3)eT ,s).
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FIGURE 9. Projection onto Ej ⊕ ET ,s . Here Ej is represented horizontally by only one dimension, since the projection is
reduced to 3 points.

Theorem 5.4. The adherence of the projection Π///(Vu ) is
equal to K̂. The subsets Π///(Vu,a) are disjoint intervals
(up to measure zero).

Proof: For i ∈ A, let k−(i) be the index such that Ii ⊂
Kk−(i) and let k+(i) be such that T (Ii) ⊂ Kk+ (i) . It fol-
lows from analysis done in this section that Πj (ei) =
Mk+ (i) − Mk−(i) , while according to Lemma 9.3, ΠT ,s(ei)
is proportional to ti − αk+ (i) + αk−(i) . Hence, the same
argument as in the proof of Lemma 4.4 but con-
sidering the Ki ’s as disjoint intervals establishes the
result. �

The interpretation is that the projection to the sub-
space Ej corresponds to the segment Ki containing the
point, while the projection onto ET ,s is proportional to
the distance from the point to the periodic point αi (con-
tained in Ki). This result stresses the importance of the
partition we introduced, showing that the induction is
better understood if we consider our map as defined on
the union of the three intervals K1 , K2 , and K3 instead
of the circle. On the Rauzy fractal obtained here, the
abelianization matrix acts as a contraction/permutation,
the three intervals being shrunk around Mi and per-
muted.

6. THE UNSTABLE SUBSPACE

As we saw in Section 2.5, in the unstable subspace Eu

there is no hope of constructing a Rauzy fractal, since the
projection of the stepped line is unbounded, but we can
describe the behavior of the projection of the stepped line
using a renormalization procedure. The “renormalized”
stepped line tends to a well-identified Peano curve filling
a planar domain (with geometric properties close to those
of the tribonacci fractal). Using properties of the neutral
direction, we also give an interpretation of the McMullen
curve as another projection of our stepped line having
the same asymptotic properties.

6.1. Projection to the Antitribonacci Unstable Plane:
The Discrete Stepped Line

We are interested in the unbounded stepped lines ΠT (Lu )
and ΠT ,u (Lu ). We are going first to describe some prop-
erties of these discrete stepped lines.

Theorem 6.1. The stepped line ΠT (Lu ) is unbounded but
remains within bounded distance of the plane ET ,u . It has
multiple points of order not larger than 3.

Proof: To see that it is not bounded, it is enough to ex-
hibit an unbounded sequence of points, for instance the
ΠT (xu

|σn (1)|). Since direction ET ,s is contracting, bound-
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edness in the direction transversal to ET ,u is a conse-
quence of Proposition 2.12. We observe that all points
have integral coordinates (in a suitable basis). Hence they
project to distinct points on the ET ,s (irrational) axis
(parallel to ET ,u ). But no more than three points can
have the same projection onto ET ,s in view of Theorem
5.1 (one coming from each Ki); there are indeed multiple
points of order up to 3. �

Remark 6.2. We mention without proof that the projec-
tion onto ET ,u of this stepped line has no crossings. It
is quite easy to see that no crossing can occur at the
multiple points (it suffices to analyze words of length
two giving rise to multiple points). It is more difficult
to show, but it is nonetheless true, that two edges (be-
tween successive points) of the stepped line cannot cross;
this is done in [Lowenstein et al. 07], and we could not
do better than to duplicate their analysis.

The space En admits as basis {e2 − e3 , e5 − e6 , e8 −
e9}; hence the projection onto ET ⊕ ET gives the same
image to e2 and e3 , e5 and e6 , e8 and e9 ; the projection
onto the stepped line on this space is in fact the canoni-
cal stepped line associated with the substitution σ̂. The
projection onto ET of the canonical stepped line asso-
ciated with σ is also the projection of the stepped line
associated with σ̂.

When we draw the picture of the projection onto ET ,u

of the canonical stepped line associated with u, it seems
to fill an approximate angular sector of the plane for a
large number of points. The exact behavior can be under-
stood completely; we give the results and omit the proof,
which is straightforward but tedious.

We need first to consider the three infinite periodic
points u, u(2) , u(3) ; the corresponding stepped lines,
which project almost to the same points in ET , project
to disjoint domains in ET , but this fills only half of the
plane, in three disjoint angular sectors.

We also need to consider periodic left-infinite fixed
points, indexed by negative integers. A small computa-
tion shows that there are two orbits of order 3: one con-
sists of left-infinite periodic points ending in 2, 5, 8, and
the other in points ending in 3, 6, 9. But it is easy to
check that the left-infinite periodic point ending with 2
differs only in the last letter of the left-infinite periodic
point ending with 3, and similarly for 5, 6 and 8, 9. Hence
there are really only three stepped lines corresponding to
left-infinite fixed points.

We can pair a right-infinite and a left infinite-periodic
point to obtain a bi-infinite periodic point; but this makes

FIGURE 10. Long pieces of the stepped lines correspond-
ing to the three positive fixed points and to the three
negative fixed points.

sense from the viewpoint of symbolic dynamics only if the
pair ab at the origin of the periodic point occurs in the
language of the substitution, that is, in any sufficiently
large image of a letter. An easy study shows that only
six pairs can occur: 21, 53, 84 and 61, 93, 34.

If we draw the six stepped lines, the picture we ob-
tain is striking (shown in Figure 10 for a large number of
points). The three right-infinite periodic points alternate
with the three left-infinite periodic points, each periodic
point of one type being connected to the two neighbor-
ing periodic points of the other type, and they seem to
fill the whole plane. We are going to prove that indeed,
renormalizations of these stepped lines fill the plane.

Remark 6.3. The union of these six canonical lines is
not exactly a cut-and-project scheme, but it is very
close. If we fix one Ki and we consider only the points
of type a such that ρ(a) = i, then every point in the
slice x + αy + α2z ∈ Ki − αi = [βi−1 − αi, βi − αi ] is ob-
tained exactly once. Of course, points in the intersections
of the slices can be obtained two or three times. Thus
the union of lines appears as the superposition of three
cut-and-project schemes with different (but overlapping)
windows. It might seem easier to restrict to one of the
Ki , but self-similarity would appear only by taking the
cube of the induction. In some sense, that is the strat-
egy developed in [Lowenstein et al. 07], except that since
artificial importance is given to the point 0, induction is
done on a smaller interval and self-induction occurs only
after the induction interval is indeed “inside” K1 .
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FIGURE 11. The IFS.

6.2. Unstable Plane in Antitribonacci: Renormalization

We consider the family of sequences of finite stepped lines
defined, for all a ∈ A, by

L̃a
n = M−n (Lσn (a)).

Using the results of Section 2.5, we see that the projec-
tions onto the unstable space ΠT ,u (L̃a

n ) of these sequences
converge to a curve Ca : [0; ΠT ,u (ea)] → ET ,u . For all n

and all 0 ≤ k ≤ σn (a), if t
(n)
k = αnΠT ,u (M−nx

σn (a)
k ), we

have Ca(t(n)
k ) = ΠT ,u (M−nx

σn (a)
k ). We call the compact

subsets R∗
a = Ca([0; ΠT ,u (ea)]) elementary tiles.

Theorem 6.4. The compact sets {R∗
a , a ∈ A} satisfy the

system of set equations (6–1) below. As subsets of the
plane, each R∗

a has nonempty interior.

Proof: First we make explicit the GIFS. Then, we prove
that a particular union of translates of the tiles satisfies
the same GIFS as the tribonacci fractal.

The GIFS is an immediate consequence of Proposition
2.22. There is a slight simplification: R∗

2 = R∗
3 , R∗

5 = R∗
6 ,

and R∗
8 = R∗

9 , since the corresponding projections are
equal (ΠT ,u (e2) = ΠT ,u (e3), . . . ), and the images are also
equal modulo this identification. We obtain the system
of set equations

R∗
1 = M−1R∗

2 ∪ (M−1ΠT ,u (e2) + M−1R∗
5),

R∗
2 = M−1R∗

4 ∪ (M−1ΠT ,u (e4) + M−1R∗
5),

R∗
4 = M−1R∗

1 ∪ (M−1ΠT ,u (e1) + M−1R∗
7), (6–1)

R∗
5 = M−1R∗

1 ∪ (M−1ΠT ,u (e1) + M−1R∗
8),

R∗
7 = M−1R∗

2 ∪ (M−1ΠT ,u (e2) + M−1R∗
8),

R∗
8 = M−1R∗

.

Let W = 825. We claim that the union of tiles
R∗

W = R∗
8 ∪ (ΠT ,u (e8) + R∗

2) ∪ (ΠT ,u (e8 + e2) + R∗
5) is

a tribonacci fractal. We observe that σ3(W ) =
17183529352461845. Identifying 2 ∼= 3, 5 ∼= 6, and 8 ∼= 9,
we write σ̂3(W ) = σ̂2(25)(825)σ̂(825)σ̂2(8).

Set z = ΠT ,u (eσ 2 (25)) = ΠT ,u (e1718352). Note that
we have the equalities ΠT ,u (eW ) = ΠT ,u (eσ (W )) =
ΠT ,u (eσ 2 (W )) = 0, whence ΠT ,u (eσ 2 (25)) +
ΠT ,u (eσ 2 (8)) = 0. We obtain, using the cyclic de-
composition of σ̂3(W ),

ΠT ,u (Vσ 3 (W ))

= ΠT ,u (Vσ 2 (25)) ∪ (z + ΠT ,u (VW ))

∪ (z + ΠT ,u (Vσ (W ))) ∪ (z + ΠT ,u (Vσ 2 (8)))

= (z + ΠT ,u (VW )) ∪ (z + ΠT ,u (Vσ (W )))

∪ (z + ΠT ,u (Vσ 2 (8)))

∪ (z + ΠT ,u (eσ 2 (8)) + ΠT ,u (Vσ 2 (25)))

= (z + ΠT ,u (VW )) ∪ (z + ΠT ,u (Vσ (W )))

∪ (z + ΠT ,u (Vσ 2 (W ))).

We deduce, applying σn and M−n , and letting n → ∞,
that

R∗
W = z + (M−3R∗

W ∪ M−2R∗
W ∪ M−1R∗

W ).

Recalling that the action of M−1 on ET ,u is conju-
gate to a similarity of ratio µ, as is the action of M in
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FIGURE 12. The set R∗
W decomposed into elementary tiles 825 and at level 3 into elementary tiles 17183529352461845.

the stable plane, we see that the unique solution of this
set equation, up to a similitude, is the tribonacci fractal.
This result shows that at least one of the tiles R∗

8 , R∗
2 ,

R∗
5 has nonempty interior. It then follows, by an obvi-

ous primitivity argument, that all tiles have nonempty
interior. �

Remark 6.5. The argument used in the proof shows that
some pieces of the boundaries of the tiles coincide with
pieces of boundaries of the tribonacci fractal. A more
careful combinatorial analysis would be required to un-
derstand exactly the structure of the boundary. But this
sheds some light on the result obtained in [Lowenstein
et al. 07] about the dimension of the boundaries of the
domains filled by the McMullen curve.

Remark 6.6 Observe that the occurrence of the tri-
bonacci fractal in this construction is somehow unex-
pected. We cannot hope for such coincidence for general
substitutions, since the action of M on the contracting
space has no reason to be conjugate to the action of M−1

on the expanding space. A necessary condition is the reci-
procity of the characteristic polynomial. This is true for
geometric reasons in the case of self-induced IET coded
by continuity intervals. We do not know whether it is
always sufficient in the general case.

6.3. The McMullen Discrete Curve

Definition 6.7. We denote by Q the bijection from Z3

onto 1
2 Z[α] defined by

Q(n, p, q) =
n

2
+

p

2
α +

q

2
α2 .

The set Z = Q−1( 1
2 Z[α] ∩ [β0 , β3 [) is a “slice” in Z3

between two planes. It is partitioned in two cosets, de-
pending on whether the parity of n + p + q is odd or
even, which are exchanged by the involution I[β0 ,β3 [ : x �→
x + 1/2 mod 1 on the interval. Each coset is in corre-
spondence with Z2 by the following trivial lemma:

Lemma 6.8. The map Z → Z2 , n
2 + p

2 α + q
2 α2 �→ (p, q),

is two-to-one, since for all (p, q) ∈ Z2 there is a unique
n such that Q(n, p, q) ∈ [β0 , β3), Q(n + 1, p, q) ∈ [β0 , β3),
i.e., exactly two points in the slice. It is one-to-one on
each coset of a given parity.

Definition 6.9. We call the stepped line that admits
the lift to Z3 of the orbit of the fixed point α1 ,
(Q−1(Tn (α1)))n≥0 as an ordered sequence of vertices the
McMullen curve, and we denote it by L.

We see that L is a stepped line because the differences
Q−1(Tn+1(α1)) − Q−1(Tn (α1)) are given by Q−1(tun

),
and it is the image of the stepped line Lu by the map
ea �→ Q−1(ta), for a ∈ A.

This stepped line is a piece of a more complete ob-
ject: a family of stepped lines that partition the slice Z.
Let z be any point in Z. Since Q(z) ∈ [β0 , β3 [, we can
set T (z) = Q−1(T (Q(z))). This defines a map from Z to
itself, and by construction, T (z) − z takes values in the
finite set {Q−1(ta), a ∈ A}. Hence through any point z0

in Z there passes a bi-infinite stepped line (zn )n∈Z con-
necting zn to zn+1 = T (zn ). The sets of vertices of these
stepped lines are infinite, since by minimality, the IET
has no periodic points. This family of curves is well un-
derstood:
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Proposition 6.10. Each of these stepped lines is con-
tained in a coset of fixed parity. The odd coset is the dis-
joint union of the three stepped lines through the points
Q−1(α1), Q−1(α2), Q−1(α3); the stepped line L is the
“positive half” of one of these, namely the one starting at
Q−1(α1). The even coset is the disjoint union of the im-
age of these three stepped lines by the involution I[β0 ,β3 [.

Proof: Parity is preserved along a stepped line, since el-
ementary moves do not change it. Hence each stepped
line is contained in one coset. The projection onto the
last two coordinates then becomes one-to-one, and we
obtain a picture in Z2 .

The involution I[β0 ,β3 ) conjugates T to T−1 . Hence,
the image of a stepped line by this involution is a stepped
line in the other coset, which projects to the same stepped
line in Z2 , with opposite orientation.

We claim that there are exactly six distinct bi-infinite
stepped lines (three in the odd coset and three in the even
coset) covering all Z. Figure 13 shows how the three even
stepped lines behave close to the origin. Figure 14 shows
the “positive” halves of the same three stepped lines seen

FIGURE 13. Projection onto Z2 of three stepped lines
corresponding to forward orbits of 0, α, and −α3 .
Dotted arrows correspond to the other possibilities at
the singularities (if the intervals were left open in-
stead of being left closed in the definition of the IET.
Points represented correspond to points (n, p, q) ∈ Z
with n + p + q even.

FIGURE 14. The McMullen curves corresponding to for-
ward orbits of the three fixed points. Projection onto
Z2 .

at a larger scale. Let us give an idea of the argument,
similar to the one developed in [Lowenstein et al. 07].

Consider a point z0 ∈ Z that is in the odd coset,
and denote by L0 the stepped line going through z0 .
Since the return time to any interval of positive mea-
sure is bounded, there is a constant C (independent of
z0) such that there is a point z′0 ∈ L0 with Q(z′0) ∈ Ja

and ‖z0 − z′0‖ < C. Set z1 = M−1z′0 . Since Q(z′0) ∈ Ja ,
z1 ∈ Z. Moreover, ‖z1‖ ≤ |µ|(‖z0‖ + C). There is a con-
stant B (B = 2C/(1 − |µ|)) such that iterating this pro-
cedure, we end up (after finite time for all initial z0) in
the ball of radius B . A direct computation shows that
the intersection of the odd coset with the ball of radius
B contains only stepped lines issued from a fixed point.
Using the self-similarity of these lines, we can go back to
z0 to deduce that it was in such a stepped line. Hence
the odd coset is partitioned by the stepped lines corre-
sponding to the three periodic points, and the even coset
by their images under the involution. �

It is delicate (but done in [Lowenstein et al. 07]) to
prove that there are no crossings (neither self-crossings
nor crossings between two of the three stepped lines of
a class) in the planar projections (onto Z2 and onto the
“stable” plane). A combinatorial analysis of the finite
number of possibilities provides a proof. It follows from
this last statement that a renormalization of the three
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FIGURE 15. A view of Π∗
T ,u

(M−6Vσ 6 (W ) ). Multiple
points have been artificially split to allow one to “fol-
low” the curve. Dots separate pieces corresponding to
images of the different letters.

stepped lines of a class must fill the plane with three
(essentially disjoint) subsets. We will be able to give a
precise description of the boundaries of these domains
(there was an attempt in [Lowenstein et al. 07]).

Since tA−1 is the companion matrix of the minimal
polynomial of α, we have αQ(v) = Q(tA−1v). Hence mul-
tiplication by α seen in Z splits into a contraction in
the direction (1, α, α2) and an expansion (conjugate to a
similarity of ratio β) in the plane x + αy + α2z = 0. We
will see that it is rather natural to project the McMullen
stepped lines onto this plane.

Remark 6.11. We propose a still more general construc-
tion, similar to what is done in [Lowenstein et al. 07].
Starting with a given point in x ∈ [β0 , β3), we consider
in Z3 the bi-infinite stepped line defined by z0 = 0 and,
for all n ∈ Z, zn+1 − zn = Q−1(Tn+1(x)) − Q−1(Tn (x)).
We claim that generically, the projection of this stepped
line onto Z2 fills Z2 ; for a countable set of points (the or-
bit of the discontinuities), there are three stepped lines,
and for an uncountable set of Lebesgue measure zero,
there are two stepped lines.

This is reminiscent of the structure of the space of
Penrose tilings, where some special tilings have symmetry

FIGURE 16. The limiting space-filling curve
limN →∞ Π∗

T ,u
(M−N Vσ N (W ) ).

of order 2 or 10, and generic tilings do not have these
symmetries.

We now prove that the McMullen curve L can be in-
terpreted as yet another projection (up to a translation)
of the stepped line Lu . It will be convenient to generalize
the map Q to any three-dimensional lattice with a fixed
basis.

Definition 6.12. Let E be a 3-dimensional vector space
with a basis B. We define the map QE,B, from the lattice
generated by B to 1

2 Z[α], by QE,B(v) = n
2 + p

2 α + q
2 α2 if

v has coordinates (n, p, q) in the basis B.

We use the basis B̂ defined in Section 9.2, and the
projection Π̂ to ET defined in that section by Π̂ =
ΠF ◦ (Πj ⊕ ΠT ), where ΠF keeps invariant the basis
{ê4 , ê5 , ê6} of ET , sends ET to 0, and sends êi to êi+3

for i = 1, 2, 3. We view this projection Π̂ as a map from
RA, endowed with the canonical basis, to ET , endowed
with the basis {ê4 , ê5 , ê6} ⊂ B̂, and we identify in this
way ET and R3 .

Theorem 6.13. We have

Π̂(Lu ) = L − Q−1(α1).
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Proof: This equality makes sense, since Π̂(Lu ) is con-
tained in ET and L is included in R3 , and we have identi-
fied these two spaces. It is a direct consequence of Lemma
9.3. Indeed, by definition, successive points in Π̂(Lu ) sat-
isfy

Π̂(xu
n+1) = Π̂(xu

n ) + Π̂(eun
),

while successive points in L satisfy

Q−1(Tn+1(α1)) = Q−1(Tn (α1)) + Q−1(tun
).

But Lemma 9.3 asserts that Π̂(ea) = Q−1
E

T
,B̂

T

(ta);

hence the two lines have the same increments. The the-
orem follows immediately from the fact that the line
Π̂(Lu ), by definition, begins at the origin, while L be-
gins at Q−1(α1). �

It happens that this stepped line is very close to the
projection ΠT of the stepped line Lu onto the space ET ,
the difference being related to what happens in the “neu-
tral” direction. To make this dependence more explicit,
let us now define a piecewise translation from Z3 (as the
space of the McMullen curve) to Z3 (as the space ET ),
by

K(z) = z −
3∑

i=1

Q−1(αi)1Ki
(Q(z)). (6–2)

Observe that K(L) is also a stepped line, since the num-
ber of possible translations is finite, and indeed, we have
the following result:

Theorem 6.14.

ΠT (Lu ) = K(L).

Proof: We observe that for all i and all z ∈ Z with
Q(z) ∈ Ki , Q(K(z)) = Q(z) − αi . It follows from The-
orem 6.13 and from the proof of Theorem 5.1 that

Tn (α1) =
n∑

i=1

Q(ΠT (eui
) + Πj (eui

))

= Q(ΠT (xu
n )) − αk−(un ) . �

This result shows that it is possible to switch from Lu

to L by moving points by (uniformly bounded) transla-
tions. It is worth observing that by definition, the Mc-
Mullen curve has no multiple points. Hence these “trans-
lations” do split the multiple points of Lu . Of course the
advantage of Lu is that its self-similarity properties are
much simpler than those of the McMullen curve. As we
will see in the next section, since the two curves remain

at bounded distance, the limiting Peano curves are the
same.

6.4. The Renormalized McMullen Curve

We define the concatenation of two Peano limit curves
Ca and Cb (defined as in Section 6.2) as the Peano limit
curve obtained from ab, denoted by Cab . We naturally
extend this notation to unbounded curves associated with
infinite words.

The stepped line L is somehow self-similar. But the
self-similarity at finite scales is not completely obvious,
and the easiest way to analyze the limiting rescaled curve
is to compare it with ΠT ,u (V). Assume that we have a
parameterization of L, that is, a bijective map ϕ from R+

onto the union of the segments joining successive points
of L. Define the map Πα as the projection onto the un-
stable plane of the matrix A along its stable line. We call
the limiting curve

L̃(t) = lim
n→∞

Πα (tA−3nϕ(α−3n t))

the renormalized McMullen curve.
This limiting curve is well defined, and is exactly Cu .

Theorem 6.15. The renormalized projection of the Mc-
Mullen curve tends to a space-filling curve L̃ that is equal
to the Peano curve Cu .

Proof: Formally, this result is a consequence of Theo-
rem 9; indeed, since the two stepped lines remain at uni-
formly bounded distance, their renormalization by sim-
ilarity must have the same limit. A natural parameteri-
zation for the McMullen curve is obtained by taking the
natural one for the projection L = Π̂(Lu ), giving length
ΠT ,u (ea) to a step in direction ea . �

The idea behind this proof is that what happens in
the neutral direction vanishes in the limit because of the
contraction. But at finite stages the identifications 2 ∼= 3,
6 ∼= 7, and 8 ∼= 9 do not hold for the McMullen curve, so
a complete formalization would be difficult, as would be
a direct study of the McMullen curve. In other words, the
projection of the McMullen curve onto the plane ET ,u is
obtained by a projection ΠT ,u ◦ Π̂ that does not commute
with M but is such that the conjugates M−nΠT ,u Π̂Mn

converge to the projection ΠT ,u .

Remark 6.16 The union of the renormalizations of the
three McMullen curves fills the plane, and a more specific
analysis of their shape follows from analysis of the space-
filling curves Ca .
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7. THE DUAL SUBSPACE

7.1. Dual Substitution

We consider the following substitution, called dual sub-
stitution of σ:

σ∗ : 1 → 456
2 → 78
3 → 91
4 → 23
5 → 12
6 → 3
7 → 4
8 → 5
9 → 67.

Its matrix is the transpose tM of M . The choice of the
ordering is given by the way the continuity intervals of
T are ordered on the interval. Indeed, this substitution
describes the way the dynamical partition splits after in-
duction. We stress again that there is no clear definition
of such a “dual” substitution without the help of the ge-
ometry of the underlying IET.

We decompose RA into three stable subspaces,
E∗

n , E∗
T , and E∗

T
(with the natural notation for the

corresponding projections). The relation M = P−1BP

transposes into tM = tP tB tP−1 . Hence basis vec-
tors for the stable spaces can be taken to trans-
poses of row vectors of P−1 . We observe that σ∗ has
six periodic points (of period 3), respectively limits
of σ3n

∗ (4), σ3n+1
∗ (4) = σ3n

∗ (2), σ3n+2
∗ (4) = σ3n

∗ (7), and
σ3n
∗ (3), σ3n+1

∗ (3) = σ3n
∗ (9), σ3n+2

∗ (3) = σ3n
∗ (6).

We could have done various things to study the
stepped line(s) associated with this substitution. But
we decided to focus on its projection onto the unstable
space E∗

T
because we recover the Peano curve obtained

in [Arnoux 88] (and by ourselves in Section 4.5) as limit
Peano curve of a sequence of renormalized stepped lines.
This indeed provides an IFS construction of the curve,
and this question has been one of the starting points of
this work.

7.2. Unstable Space in Dual Antitribonacci

The space E∗
T ,u

is the unstable space associated with the

eigenvalues β and β of the matrix tM . In this subspace,
it makes sense to use the theory developed in Section 2.5
to investigate the stepped lines Π∗

T ,u
(M−N (LσN

∗ (a))) for
a ∈ A and their limiting curves Ca

∗ . To illustrate the link
with [Arnoux 88], we want to show how the circle S1 can

be naturally embedded in a tribonacci fractal using these
limiting curves.

For all a ∈ A we can view Ca
∗ as a map defined on

Ia . Concatenation of the stepped lines (as in Section 6.4)
in the order 789123456 would yield a map defined on I,
and our point is that its image is a tribonacci fractal. For
technical reasons it is more convenient to state the result
using the order prescribed by the image partition T (I)
and to move the origin; we consider the concatenation of
the curves in the order W = 341267598. In this setting,
the fixed points are at the boundaries of the intervals,
and they are mapped onto the origin.

If we define ea = −Π∗
T ,u

(e7), eb = Π∗
T ,u

(e1), ec =
−Π∗

T ,u
(e4), we obtain a basis of the 3-dimensional space

E∗
T ,u

, which can be viewed as RĂ, on which tM−1 acts

as A; the tribonacci fractal R̆ can be embedded in this
way into E∗

T ,u
.

Theorem 7.1. In E∗
T ,u

,

R∗
W := lim

N →∞
(Π∗

T ,u
(tM−N VσN

∗ (W ))) = R̆.

The limiting curve is a space-filling curve filling pre-
cisely the tribonacci Rauzy fractal. This result could be
proved using the GIFS strategy already developed, for in-
stance showing that it satisfies the characteristic system
of set equations of the tribonacci Rauzy fractal. We adopt
here a different strategy in order to illustrate the relation
between the dual substitution and the substitution itself:
we want to show that the “contraction” procedure for
σ and the “expanding” procedure for σ∗ both yield rep-
resentations of S1 (in fact, of three pieces of the stable
manifold of the pseudo-Anosov map underlying the in-
duction).

Proof: We consider a point x ∈ S1 . We propose to de-
scribe it in two ways: on the one hand, by following its
symbolic dynamics (driven by the substitution σ), and
on the other hand, by computing, at each level of re-
finement of the dynamical partition (driven by σ∗), the
interval to which it belongs. These two symbolic descrip-
tions yield two infinite sequences of prefixes for σ and σ∗
(which happen to be paths with opposite orientations in
the same graph by a general argument). The “contract-
ing” construction (Section 2.4) for the substitution σ and
the “expanding” construction (Section 2.5) for the dual
substitution σ∗ yield two maps from S1 to R3 . The amaz-
ing fact is that these maps are the same (provided the
bases are chosen correctly). Observe that there are two
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dualities involved here. Indeed, we already observed that
the “contracting” and “expanding” procedures yield dual
GIFS (GIFS with transposed matrices), while we apply
those dual procedures respectively to σ and to its dual
σ∗.

Let us be more specific. Let x ∈ S1 and set
v = ϕI(x). It is standard to associate to x an in-
finite path in the prefix automaton of σ. Here,
this path is determined by the sequence of ver-
tices (an )n≥0 and related to the symbolic dynamics
as follows: for all n ≥ 0, σ(an+1) = PnanSn , while
v = limn→∞ S0σ(S1) · · ·σn (Sn ). Observe that σn (an ) =
σn−1(Pn−1) · · ·σ(P1)P0a0S0σ(S1) · · ·σn−1(Sn−1). We
consider the sequence of labels (Pn )n≥0 .

We observe that a0 is the index of the interval of
the partition T (I) in which x lies. Let us consider the
(unique) prefix PW

a0
of the word W = 341267598 such

that PW
a0

a0S
W
a0

= W for some suffix SW
a0

(that is, the list
of the names of the intervals of T (I) lying between α3

and the interval containing x ). The induction yields suc-
cessive refinement of the partition T (I) comprising inter-
vals of the form Tk (hn (Ib)) (at level n, for k integers and
b ∈ A), called intervals of type b.

At each level, an interval of type a is tiled by intervals
of the next level, of types given (in the right order) by
σ∗(a) (by construction of σ∗). We observe that an is the
type of the interval to which x belongs at level n. Since
each letter appears at most once in each image, we can
decompose σ∗(an−1) = P ∗

n−1anS∗
n−1 . It determines a se-

quence (P ∗
n )n≥0 of prefixes that is the sequence of labels

of a backward path in the prefix automaton of σ∗ (and
indeed of the same path seen in the reverse direction).
The position of x in the partition T (I) is determined
by the sequence PW

a0
, P ∗

0 , . . . , P ∗
n , . . . in the sense that at

level n, the word σn
∗ (W ) gives the list of the types of

the intervals of level n tiling S1 (starting at α3), and the
decomposition

σn
∗ (W ) = σn

∗ (PW
a0

)σn−1
∗ (P ∗

0 ) · · ·P ∗
n−1anS∗

n−1

· · ·σn−1
∗ (S∗

0)σ
n
∗ (SW

a0
)

specifies the position of the copy of hn (Ian
) containing x .

We are going to use these two sequences (Pn )n≥0 and
(P ∗

n )n≥0 of prefixes to build two natural maps valued in
ET ,s and in E∗

T ,u
respectively.

On the one hand, using the sequence (Pn )n≥0 , we de-
fine a map on S1 following the “contracting” construc-
tion proposed in Section 2.4. Consider the projections
on ET ,s of the (finite) stepped lines associated with
σn (Pn ) · · ·σ(P1)P0a0 . By the same arguments as those

of Proposition 3, this sequence converges. We set

Y (x) = ΠT ,sea0
+

∑
i≥0

Mi.ΠT ,sePi
.

On the other hand, following the procedure developed
in Section 2.5, we associate to the sequence (P ∗

n )n≥0 a
point in the limiting curve CW

∗ by

Y ∗(x) = Π∗
T ,u

eP W
a 0

+
∑
n≥0

tM−n−1Π∗
T ,u

eP ∗
n
.

Let us identify ET and E∗
T

with RĂ by the maps

Π : ET → RĂ,

ΠT (e1) �→ e,

ΠT (e5) �→ eb ,

ΠT (e8) �→ ec ,

and

Π∗ : E∗
T
→ RĂ,

Π∗
T
(e7) �→ −ea ,

Π∗
T
(e1) �→ eb ,

Π∗
T
(e4) �→ −ec .

We observe that in the basis of ET (respectively of
E∗

T
), the matrix M (respectively tM−1) acts as the tri-

bonacci matrix, i.e., ΠM = AΠ (respectively Π∗tM−1 =
AΠ∗). We have the following:

Proposition 7.2. For all x ∈ S1 ,

Π(Y (x)) = Π∗(Y ∗(x)).

We denote by Π̆s the projection of RĂ onto the stable
plane of A parallel to the expanding direction. We ob-
serve that Π̆sΠ = ΠΠT ,s on ET and that Π̆sΠ∗ = Π∗Π∗

T ,u

on E∗
T
. Recalling that ΠT ,sei = ΠT ,sej as soon as ρ(i) =

ρ(j), we obtain, as in Theorem 4.1,

ΠY (x) = Π̆seρ(a0 ) +
∞∑

i=0

AiΠ̆seρ(Pi ) .

For all a ∈ A, we define wa = ΠΠ∗
T
(ea), and for all

V = v1 · · · vn ∈ A∗, we set wV =
∑n

i=1 wvi
. With this

notation,

Π∗Y ∗(x) = Π̆s

(
wP W

a 0
+

N −1∑
i=0

Ai+1wP ∗
i

)
.

The final result relies on the following technical compu-
tation:
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Lemma 7.3.

AwP ∗
0

+ wP W
a 0

− AwP W
a 1

= eρ(P0 ) + eρ(a0 ) − Aeρ(a1 ) .

The proof consists in checking a finite number (16) of
identities and is given in Section 9.3. We stress that it is
purely computational and that we have still no (convinc-
ing) conceptual argument to guarantee such coincidence
in a more general context. Now we use Lemma 7.3 induc-
tively to show that for all N ,

wP W
a 0

+
N −1∑
i=0

Ai+1wP ∗
i

= eρ(a0 ) +
N −1∑
i=0

Aieρ(Pi ) + AN (wP W
a N

) − AN (eρ(aN )).

We observe that Π̆sA
N (wP ∗

a N
) → 0 and Π̆sA

N (eρ(aN )) →
0. Hence, taking the projection and letting N tend to
infinity, we conclude that

Π∗Y ∗(x) = Π∗
(
Π∗

T ,u
eP W

a 0
+

∞∑
i=0

tM−i−1Π∗
T ,u

eP ∗
i

)
= Π̆seρ(a0 ) +

∞∑
i=0

AiΠ̆seρ(Pi ) .

So the claim is proved.
We already know (by a simple adaptation of Corollary

4.2) that the image of Π ◦ Y is the tribonacci fractal;
hence, since R∗

W = Π∗Y ∗(S1), the theorem is proved as
well. �

8. ADDITIONAL REMARKS

8.1. Surface Diffeomorphisms

We have not considered here the pseudo-Anosov map
that is associated with this interval-exchange transforma-
tion. Let us just remark here that the points αi appear
naturally in this setting as singular points on the surface,
and the intervals Ki as initial segments of separatrices at
the singularity. The pseudo-Anosov map preserves the
singularity, but exchanges the separatrices. This helps
to explain why it is reasonable to consider the interval
exchange as defined, not on a circle, but on the union
of three segments; it is just by coincidence that the end-
points of these segments turn out to be on the same orbit
of the vertical flow, so that we can identify the extremi-
ties of the segments by sliding them along vertical orbits,
and obtain a circle transverse to the vertical flow.

The interval exchange is measurably isomorphic to
the substitution dynamical system associated with the

tribonacci substitution; in this respect, tribonacci sub-
stitution seems linked to an automorphism of surfaces.
However, as several people have noticed, there seems to
be a contradiction here: every diffeomorphism of surfaces
with orientable invariant foliation (this is the case here)
has a homology matrix with a reciprocal characteristic
polynomial, since it preserves the intersection form; but
this is not the case for the tribonacci substitution. This
was a starting point for this research, and the answer
is that the tribonacci partition is not generating; the
finer partition we found gives a substitution that fac-
tors on tribonacci substitution, and whose polynomial is
generating.

In this particular case, it happens that we get the same
fractal sets for the expanding and contracting directions;
it is unclear whether this holds for all reciprocal substi-
tutions, or at least for all substitutions associated with
self-induced interval exchanges.

The sets Ki can be interpreted easily in the symbolic
system, and also on the flat surface, as three segments of
separatrices near a singular point. But they also appear,
by projection onto the stable space ET ,s , as a partition
of the tribonacci fractal, and the corresponding sets seem
to tile the plane. Is such really the case, and what is the
meaning of the corresponding lattice?

8.2. Duality and Higher-Dimensional Objects

In the present example, we were able to recover a dual
substitution, because we knew the underlying interval ex-
change. It remains to find a general theory that allows
one, when possible, to build a dual substitution. A dual
substitution, which acts on faces of codimension 1, has
been defined in [Arnoux and Ito 01]; but its relation to
the substitution built here is not clear.

A general notion of higher-dimensional extensions of
substitutions and their dual maps has been defined in
[Arnoux et al. 01], and used in [Arnoux et al. 02, Arnoux
et al. 04]. It would seem natural to use it in this frame-
work to approximate the stable and unstable spaces; the
fact that the present substitution is reducible, and the
existence of a nontrivial neutral space, would probably
make things more difficult for the present example. Note
that some progress has been made recently on group au-
tomorphisms and associated tilings.

There is a symbolic dynamical system naturally asso-
ciated with a substitution; in the basic examples (Pisot ir-
reducible substitutions), this symbolic dynamical system
has a symbolic representation as an exchange of pieces,
which turns out in all known cases to be a translation on
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a torus. In this paper, we have given another represen-
tation as an interval exchange transformation (which is
measurably conjugate to a rotation on a torus); the good
notion to consider in more complicated cases (reducible
or non-Pisot) is unclear; in some non-Pisot cases, it seems
to be a pseudogroup of translations.

Remark 8.1. We already observed that the underlying
GIFS had to be the same (double duality) up to trans-
lation vectors. These translation vectors depend on the
prefixes (and hence on the order) and on the basis.

8.3. Bi-infinite Sequences

For the sake of simplicity, we have mainly used infinite se-
quences, but of course it might be more natural, if some-
what cumbersome, to use bi-infinite sequences. In that
case, there are countably many infinite sequences that
can be extended in several different ways on the left, and
only a finite number of orbits that branch at some point,
with sequences that have the same past and different fu-
tures (or the converse).

In the present case, these special sequences can be in-
terpreted as the discontinuity points of the interval ex-
change, where the image of a point can be defined differ-
ently using continuity on the right and continuity on the
left.

It would also be interesting to study the bi-infinite
fixed points on the dual substitution; there seem to be
12 of them, twice as many as for the initial substitution.

8.4. A More Symmetric Version

Increasing the number of letters, we can find another par-
tition corresponding to another substitution:

σs : 1A → 2B 3A3B 4A

1B → 4B 5A5B

2A → 6A6B 1A

2B → 1B 2A

3A → 1A

3B → 1B

4A → 2A

4B → 2B

5A → 3A

5B → 3B

6A → 4A

6B → 4B .

Of course, the abelianization map has a three-
dimensional null space, showing that nothing new hap-
pens, but this recoding may be useful in that it stresses
better the symmetries. The correspondence is

1 ≈ 1A , 2 ≈ 1B , 3 ≈ 2A , 4 ≈ 2B , 5 ≈ 3A3B , 6 ≈ 4A ,

7 ≈ 4B , 8 ≈ 5A5B , 9 ≈ 6A6B .

9. APPENDIX

9.1. Abelianization

The matrix of the substitution σ in the canonical basis
is

M = Mσ =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
.

We choose a new basis B̃ = {ẽi , i = 1, . . . , 9} adapted
to the decomposition RA = En ⊕ ET ⊕ ET . Since these
subspaces are given by rational equations, it is possi-
ble to choose vectors with integral coordinates (while
it is not possible for the finer decomposition in stable
and unstable spaces, because this finer decomposition is
not given by rational equations); there are many possi-
ble choices. For convenience in computations, we will use
half-integers. We denote by P the change of basis; its col-
umn vectors are the coordinates, in the canonical basis,
of the vectors of the new basis:

P =
1
2

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

0 0 0 0 2 0 1 0 −1
2 0 0 −1 −1 1 0 0 1

−2 0 0 1 −1 1 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 −2 1 −1 0
0 2 0 1 −1 1 0 1 0
0 −2 0 1 1 −1 0 0 1
0 0 0 −2 0 0 0 1 −1
0 0 2 1 1 −1 0 0 1
0 0 −2 −1 −1 1 0 0 1

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
.
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If J =

⎛⎜⎝ 0 0 1
1 0 0
0 1 0

⎞⎟⎠denotes the permutation matrix, and

A =

⎛⎜⎝ 1 1 1
1 0 0
0 1 0

⎞⎟⎠ the tribonacci matrix, then the matrix M̃

corresponding to M in the new basis can be written as

M̃ = P−1MP =

⎛⎜⎝J 0 0
0 tA−1 0
0 0 A

⎞⎟⎠ .

9.2. Arithmetic Basis

To give an arithmetic interpretation of the projections
of the stepped line onto the subspaces En and ET , we
consider another basis B̂ of these subspaces that allows
us to recover the arithmetic properties of the IET.

Namely, we look for a projection onto a suitable sub-
space, and a basis of this subspace, such that the coor-
dinates of the projections of the vectors of the canonical
basis in this basis correspond to the coordinates in the
natural basis of Z[α] of the corresponding translations for
the interval exchange transformation. It is in fact conve-
nient to define this basis on the complete space RA.

We define the basis B̂ by its coordinates in the canon-
ical basis by the matrix

P̂ =
1
12

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

0 0 0 −6 0 −6 6 0 −6
6 10 −2 3 3 3 0 0 6

−6 −10 2 −3 −3 3 0 6 0
0 0 0 6 0 0 6 −6 0
6 4 4 −3 −3 3 0 6 0

−6 −4 −4 −3 −3 −3 0 0 6
0 0 0 6 6 0 0 6 −6
6 4 −2 −3 −3 −3 0 0 6

−6 −4 2 3 3 3 0 0 6

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
.

The first vector ê1 is the invariant vector, the first
three vectors ê1 , ê2 , ê3 form a basis B̂N of En ; the next
three vectors ê4 , ê5 , ê6 form a basis B̂T of ET , and the
last three form a basis of ET (these last three vectors are
not changed from the basis B̃, and will play no role in
what follows).

Definition 9.1.

1. We denote by F the subspace generated by ê1 −
ê4 , ê2 − ê5 , ê3 − ê6 , ê7 , ê8 , ê9 .

2. We denote by ΠF the projection onto ET along F .

3. We denote by ΠEj ⊕E
T

the projection onto the sub-
space Ej ⊕ ET along the subspace EI ⊕ ET .

4. We define the map Π̂ = ΠF ◦ ΠEj ⊕E
T
.

The map Π̂ is a projection; direct computation shows
that it is a projection onto ET along the space generated
by {ê1 , ê2 + ê4 − ê5 , ê3 − ê6 , ê7 , ê8 , ê9}, which allows us to
recover its matrix:

Lemma 9.2. If we consider the projection Π̂ as a map
from RA, with the canonical basis B, to ET , with the basis
{ê4 , ê5 , ê6}, its matrix is⎛⎜⎝−1 −1 1 1 −1 −1 1 2 0

1 1 −1 −1 0 0 0 −1 1
0 0 0 0 1 −1 −1 −1 1

⎞⎟⎠ .

Recall that for a 3-dimensional space E with a basis
B, we denote by QE,B the map defined on the lattice gen-
erated by B by QE,B(v) = n

2 + p
2 α + q

2 α2 , where (n, p, q)
are the coordinates of v in the basis B.

The essential result of this section is the following
lemma:

Lemma 9.3. The projections onto ET of the canonical
vectors satisfy

QE
T

,B̂(Π̂(ei))) = ti .

Proof: This is a direct application of the previous lemma;
we observe that applying Q to the matrix above, we ob-
tain exactly the displacement vector

1
2
(
α − 1, α − 1, 1 − α, 1 − α, α2 − 1,−1 − α2 , 1 − α2 ,

2 − α − α2 , α + α2). �

Remark 9.4. This lemma makes all further computations
straightforward; it makes clear the link between what
happens in the symbolic space and the more arithmetic
description of the system.

There is a simple description of the projection Π̂. Note
that the projection ΠF is the identity on ET , the zero
map on ET , and that it sends En to ET by a map that
sends êi to êi+3, for i = 1, 2, 3.

We can describe Π̃ simply by an abuse of language:
let us identify En (with basis {ê1 , ê2 , ê3}) and ET (with
basis {ê4 , ê5 , ê6}) with R3 with the canonical basis, so
that it makes sense to add vectors in these two different
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a0 → a1 ρ (a 0 )
ρ (P 0 )

→ ρ (a 1 ) σ∗(PW
0 )P ∗

0 wa0 + AwP ∗
0
− A(wa1 ) = eρ(P0 )+ eρ(a0 )− Aeρ(a1 ) =

3 → 9 a
ε→ c σ∗(ε)ε = ε 0 0 0 0 ea Aec 0

3 → 1 a
ε→ a σ∗(ε)9 0 Aw9 Aw34 0 ea Aea −eb

4 → 2 a
ε→ a σ∗(3)ε w3 A0 Aw341 0 ea Aea −eb

4 → 3 a
ε→ a σ∗(3)2 w3 Aw2 0 0 ea Aea −eb

1 → 4 a
ε→ a σ∗(34)ε w34 0 Aw3 0 ea Aea −eb

1 → 5 a
ε→ b σ∗(34)4 w34 Aw4 Aw67 0 ea Aeb −ec

1 → 6 a
ε→ b σ∗(34)45 w34 Aw45 0 0 ea Aeb −ec

2 → 7 a
ε→ b σ∗(341)ε w341 0 Aw6 0 ea Aeb −ec

2 → 8 a
ε→ c σ∗(341)7 w341 Aw7 Aw9 0 ea Aec 0

6 → 3 b
a→ a σ∗(3412)ε 0 0 0 ea eb Aea 0

7 → 4 b
a→ a σ∗(34126)ε w6 0 Aw3 ea eb Aea 0

5 → 1 b
a→ a σ∗(341267)ε w67 0 Aw34 ea eb Aea 0

5 → 2 b
a→ a σ∗(341267)1 w67 Aw1 Aw341 ea eb Aea 0

9 → 6 c
a→ b σ∗(3412675)ε 0 0 0 ea ec Aeb 0

9 → 7 c
a→ b σ∗(3412675)6 0 Aw6 Aw6 ea ec Aeb 0

8 → 5 c
a→ b σ∗(34126759)ε w9 0 Aw67 ea ec Aeb 0

TABLE 1. The 16 cases corresponding to the 16 edges of the prefix automaton.

spaces. Consider Πj as a map from RA to R3 , and ΠT

also as a map from RA to R3 .
The very definition of Π̂ shows that with this abuse of

language, we have

Π̂(V ) = ΠT (V ) + Πj (V ).

Since the projection Πj takes only three values on the
canonical stepped line, as we saw above, the difference
between Π̃ and ΠT on the canonical line also can take
only three values; the McMullen curve differs from the
standard projection of the canonical line on ET ,u by a
finite set of translations.

9.3. Proof of Lemma 7.3

Let us do the complete computation to show that AwP ∗
0

+
wP W

a 0
− AwP W

a 1
= eρ(P0 ) + eρ(a0 ) − Aeρ(a1 ) . We recall that

wa stands for ΠΠ∗
T
(ei). We observe that E∗

T
is indeed

determined by the system of linear equations

w1 + w2 + w3 + w4 = 0,

w5 + w6 + w7 = 0,

w8 + w9 = 0,

w2 + w6 = 0,

w6 − w8 = 0,

w3 − w5 = 0.

It is hence clear that ea = −w7 , eb = w1 and ec = −w4

is a basis. We recall that in this basis, the restriction of

tM−1 acts as the tribonacci matrix A. The other vectors
are

w2 =
1
2
(−ea − eb + ec),

w3 =
1
2
(ea − eb + ec),

w5 =
1
2
(ea − eb + ec),

w6 =
1
2
(ea + eb − ec),

w8 =
1
2
(ea + eb − ec),

w9 =
1
2
(−ea − eb + ec).

The 16 cases corresponding to the 16 edges of the prefix
automaton are listed in Table 1.
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